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Eight years later
in those buildings, it was saddening and shocking,” Eliason said. “You really thought the
country was safe. Usually big events, like the
Oklahoma City Bombings were from the inside.”
Sept. 11, 2001. The Twin Towers and the
When Bullock arrived at work she and her
Pentagon were hit by two airliners. Later, an
co-workers
discussed the events and continued
airplane crashed in a Pennsylvania field after
watching the news. “By this time (the media)
the passengers took control away from the terwere showing the reactions of the world. Some
rorists, sacrificing their lives to save others.
people were cheering, shouting for joy,” she said.
Students and faculty alike were affected.
“It made me really think about how we were
Christiana Truitt Eliason, senior in print jourperceived outside the country. I didn’t like how
nalism, was one such person. She was 20 years
some groups saw us.”
old on Sept. 11, and was taking a year off from
Bullock made the decision not to cancel class,
college to decide what she was going to do. She
but
encouraged her students to talk about the
was working in a mall in Salt Lake City.
information they were receiving during the first
“My dad was on a business trip. He called my
part of her 9 a.m. class. She said some people
house and told us to turn on the TV, so we did.
We turned it on in time to see the footage of the had yet to hear of the attacks, so she and the students all shared what they knew.
first plane crash into the tower,” Eliason said.
Nuttall experienced the same thing during
Her family was getting ready for work while they
her classes. “The principal
watched the events unfold.
came over the loudspeaker
“
Sept.
11
was
a
During this time, USU
and said to turn off the TVs
journalism professor Cathy
turning point. A
and to continue classes,” she
Ferrand Bullock was also
mile marker, like the
said. Despite these instruclearning of the attacks. Her
Kennedy
assassinations, Nuttall’s teachers
husband turned on the teledecided to continue class
tion
and
the
Nixon
vision while she was downwork with emphasis on the
stairs preparing breakfast.
Watergate scandal.
day’s events. Nuttall and her
“My husband came to the
I think we’re strong,
classmates were asked to
top of the stairs and told me
write down what they were
we’re
resilient.”
something terrible had hapthinking and feeling to be
pened,” Bullock said. “We
–Cathy Ferrand Bullock
placed in a book of rememturned on other TVs in the
USU journalism professor
brance for the day.
house. I was watching one
Bullock said in the weeks
program and he was watchfollowing the tragedy it was
ing another, and we were
common to find flags attached to windows,
comparing notes, trying to get the whole story.
cars, houses and store fronts.
It was so gigantic, it was almost unbelievable.”
“There was the extreme patriotism, and flag
Lucy Nuttall, junior in deaf education, was 17
at the time and in high school. She had gotten to waving and all of that. I understand that, and I
can appreciate that. You hurt for our country.
school at 7 a.m. that day.
You want to find ways to support our coun“My friends told me the towers had been hit
try,” Bullock said. Although she saw what was
when I got to school, but I didn’t believe them,”
happening and understood, she said “I really
Nuttall said. When school started, the reality
thought at some point we needed to stop waving
hit. The news was on in every class room, she
and start thinking how this happened. I think
said, and she “didn’t know what to think.”
we’ve done that.”
Uncertainty was a common feeling at the
Eliason said Sept. 11 brought about immense
time, Eliason said, who stayed home from work
unity,
the likes of which she had never seen prior
that day because the mall she worked at was
to
the
tragic
event.
closed due to the tragedy.
“Sept.
11
changed
our country. For the better
“Knowing instantly how many people were
or for the worse, to each their own. But if we
By APRIL ASHLAND
staff writer

Rescue workers and volunteers raise the flag on the site where the World Trade Center fell
Sept. 11, 2001. Students still remember where they were and what they were doing on that morning
eight years ago. Every year, this monumental day brings a somber tone to the nation.

can recreate that unity that we had, our country
will be one of the best in the world. Not because
we have the best people, or the best land, but
because our people truly care about one another,” Eliason said.
Bullock agrees with Eliason, and believes the
country will make it through the hard times it
has seen and the hard times to come.
“For me the good was a greater awareness
for how we’re looked at. Sept. 11 was a turning

point. A mile marker, like the Kennedy assassination and the Nixon Watergate scandal. I think
we’re strong, we’re resilient. I think in the end
we’ll come out of it a stronger country,” Bullock
said.
–april.ashland@aggiemail.usu.edu

Separation agreement renders faculty change

By CATHERINE MEIDELL
assistant news editor

After 222 USU staff voluntarily took early retirement spring
semester, holes needed to be filled in all college departments to
keep organization and needs of the students flowing. Many of
the 222 staff members who took the separation package are back
again, teaching part time and earning a fraction of what their
salaries were before the budget cut.
When USU was forced to make adjustments due to budget
cuts, administration created a plan to meet the financial needs
of the university without having to lay off more than 30 staff
members. Any benefit-eligible employees were able to apply for
option A on the Voluntary Separation Incentive Plan, which paid
a minimum of $12,000. The other four options in the separation
plan involved retirement of staff members age 56 or older.
Nancy Williams has been employed by USU since 1984 and
is one of the staff members who volunteered for early retirement
once the budget cuts took effect. Her position as the professor
teaching Reporting Public Affairs in the journalism department,
was left unfilled when she took retirement and she is currently
teaching one class as an adjunct professor. She said professors
who took the retirement plan are still teaching throughout campus, filling occupations that could not be staffed by professors
who already have a workload to worry about.
“Many teachers are teaching ungodly amounts now; it’s just
a huge load,” Williams said. She said plans for staffing changed
between May and August semester. Williams said there is not
enough money in the adjunct fund, which is where Williams’
paycheck comes from, to keep adjunct professors for another
MARLA BOYER, associate director of human resources, discussyear.
the success of the Voluntary Separation Incentive Program. PETE
“There is not enough money to pay adjuncts like regular pro- es
SMITHSUTH photo
fessors. They can’t ask the professors who have a contract to take
always coming in the door.”
a cut in pay,” Williams said.
Ron Godfrey, adjunct professor and member of the career
Williams said teachers have to “scramble,” so all positions
acceleration team for the Huntsman School of Business, said
are filled. She said this is imperative “because students are
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adjunct professors do not replace the full-time faculty. He said
they are an asset to the school because of their ability to “pick
up the slack” and be flexible when their department needs it.
Godfrey worked as vice president of manufacturing for Schreiber
Foods and left because it was the right time financially, he said.
He can now give his students a hands-on view of the world, he
said.
Adjuncts are not given tenure, which is a permanency at the
university, and do not do research. The adjuncts are given tenure
based on the amount of research they do on their assigned topic
of study, Godfrey said.
“I don’t do this job for the money,” Godfrey said. Adjunct
professors earn $9,000 per class each semester they teach. “I do
it for two reasons. One, I’ve had a taste of the world; and two, I
love the energy of the students.”
Marla Boyer, associate director of human resources, said fulltime positions will be reopened as they are needed, but resumes
will be considered equally between returning and new applicants. Boyer’s responsibility was to sit down with the staff interested in the separation package and explain the options. She said
the plan was taken very well and, in her opinion, was a creative
approach to the budget cuts.
“This was the most generous offer from any of the universities,” Boyer said. She said she believes USU will be able to
broaden employment once the economy turns around. “We hope
the economy will turn around eventually, but it’s pretty up in the
air,” she said.
Some faculty chose an option that allowed them to have
employment for another semester or year. Chris Fawson, senior
associate dean of the Huntsman School of Business, said the staff
that are leaving will be missed, but their absence will not affect
the level of education students receive.
“When staff leaves it will help us drive innovation. We will be
better because of the resource scarcity. We have a commitment
to be better at what we do,” Fawson said.
–catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu
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ClarifyCorrect
The policy of The Utah
Statesman is to correct any error
made as soon as possible. If you
find something you would like
clarified or find unfair, please
contact the editor at statesmaneditor@aggiemail.usu.edu

Correction
A picture and caption of a skate
boarder in the Friday, Sept. 4
issue of The Statesman implied
that a student was in violation
of campus policy and received a
ticket. The picture was only an
illustration of skating and skate
policies on campus. The student
pictured was not in violation
olicy nor did he receive a ticket.

Celebs&People
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— Ellen DeGeneres is known
for being nice. But the new
“American Idol” judge says
she’s tough
enough to be
honest with the
show’s contestants.
DeGeneres
also said
Thursday that DEGENERES
she’s ready to
take on fellow judge Simon
Cowell, known for his sarcasm
toward both singers and his
“Idol” colleagues.
DeGeneres will join
“American Idol” as the fourth
judge when the show returns.

NewsBriefs
Utah teen sentenced in
dumping of dead baby

NATO blamed for
reporter’s death
KABUL (AP) — Afghan journalists blamed a kidnapped colleague’s
death on what they called a reckless rescue operation by British
forces and said Thursday that foreign troops have a “double standard” for Western and Afghan lives.
The death of Afghan translator and reporter Sultan Munadi
during a raid that freed a British-Irish journalist for The New York
Times could further fuel anger among some Afghans over the conduct of foreign troops. That ire threatens to weaken support for the
fight against a resurgent Taliban.
Afghan President Hamid Karzai condemned the killing as did
his main challenger in the country’s disputed presidential election,
former Foreign Minister Abdullah Abdullah.
The Afghan journalists’ accusations came as British Prime
Minister Gordon Brown’s office said that the rescue operation
Wednesday in the northern province of Kunduz was an attempt to
recover both Munadi and reporter Stephen Farrell and that it was
authorized as the “best chance of protecting life.”
Munadi, 34, died in a hail of gunfire during the commando raid
– though it was unclear if the bullets came from British troops or
his Taliban captors. Farrell was rescued unhurt. John Harrison, 29,
from the British Parachute Regiment was also killed in the operation to free the pair, who were kidnapped Saturday.
The newly formed Media Club of Afghanistan – set up by
Afghan reporters who work with international news outlets – conJOURNALISTS CARRY WREATHS of flowers to place on slain Afghan translator Sultan Munadi’s grave, who
demned the Taliban, who grabbed the two. But the journalists
was killed during a rescue operation by NATO forces in Kabul, Afghanistan, Thursday. AP photo
also said in a statement they hold NATO-led forces responsible
for launching a military operation without exhausting nonviolent
strikes to avoid civilian deaths that could provide recruiting fodder to the Taliban.
channels. They also criticized British commandos for leaving
The force is focused on winning broader public support, nearly eight years after
Munadi’s body behind while retrieving their own slain comrade.
the U.S.-led invasion that ousted the Taliban’s hard-line regime for sheltering al“It shows a double standard between a foreign life and an Afghan life,” said
Qaida leaders.
Fazul Rahim, an Afghan producer for CBS News.
NATO is also investigating reports that civilians were among the 70 people who
Munadi’s family privately arranged to retrieve the body and buried him in the
local officials say died last week when German troops called in U.S. jets to bomb
capital late Wednesday.
two hijacked fuel tankers in Kunduz. Farrell and Munadi were looking into those
On Thursday, more than 50 Afghan reporters, wearing cameras and carrying
reports when they were abducted.
notebooks, laid flowers at Munadi’s grave.
Police had warned reporters against traveling to the village, and other Western
At his family’s house, women wept in one room and men in another. Munadi’s
journalists, including some from the AP, went there in the company of NATO
father held a scarf to his face as he cried. Munadi’s mother and wife sat against a
forces. Brig. Gordon Messenger, a former British commander of NATO troops in
wall, red-eyed. They were surrounded by women in headscarfs, who were crying,
Afghanistan, said journalists in war zones who operate outside of military units
wailing and singing.
are a complication. “My strong preference is for the journalist to be embedded
The outrage among Afghan reporters adds to criticism of foreign forces in
with a unit,” he said.
Afghanistan, even as the NATO command has taken steps to limit the use of air-

Dems say health care bill to pass this year

MANTI, Utah (AP) — A 17year-old Sanpete County girl has
pleaded guilty to misdemeanor
obstruction of justice for failing
to notify police that she had
dumped her dead baby in the
trash after it was delivered.
The girl was charged last
month in 6th District Juvenile
Court with third-degree felony
abusing a corpse. She pleaded to
the lesser charge on Tuesday.
Judge Paul Lyman sentenced
the girl to probation and community service.
The Sanpete County sheriff’s
office has said the girl delivered
a stillborn child in April and
later told authorities she put it in
a trash bin.
Authorities searched the
county’s White Hills Landfill
near Mayfield but called off
the search in June after finding
nothing.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Democratic
congressional leaders predicted passage
of health care legislation within a few
months despite undimmed Republican
opposition, claiming momentum
Thursday from President Barack
Obama’s speech and renewed commitment from lawmakers fresh from a
month of meetings with constituents.
Increasingly, events in the Senate
Finance Committee appeared pivotal,
precursor to likely votes in both the
House and the Senate by early October.
“I’m confident the president will sign
a bill this year,” said House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi of California.
While effusively praising Obama’s
speech from the night before, Pelosi
and Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid
of Nevada signaled separately the president may not prevail in his call for legislation that allows the federal government to sell insurance in competition
with private industry.
Reid said that while he favors a
strong “public option,” he could be sat-

LateNiteHumor

Study: Single dose of Swine Flu vaccine works

David Letterman, Sept. 8,
2009 – Top 10 Surprises In
President Barack Obama’s
Message To Students.

10. Advised struggling students to, “Give up and play
video games all day.”
9. Midway through the
address he lit up a smoke.
8. Spent most of speech yakking about the new season of
“Gossip Girl.”
7. Urged kids to put their
allowance on Packers this
weekend.
6. Boosted approval rating
by promising every kid a
kitty.
5. Kept shouting, “Swine flu!
Run!”
4. Told kids to listen to their
parents, “except for the 8 of
you stuck with Jon and Kate.”
3. Concluded remarks by
saying, “Have fun being
unemployed when you
graduate!”
2. Tip for success? Cheat off
Asian kids.
1. Asked students to “work
hard and study, or you’ll end
up like President Bush.”

isfied with establishment of nonprofit
cooperatives, along the lines expected
to be included in the bill taking shape
in the Finance Committee.
Pelosi, who has long favored a measure that allows the government to sell
insurance, passed up a chance to say it
was a nonnegotiable demand.
As long as legislation makes quality
health care more accessible and affordable, “we will go forward with that bill,”
she said.
Democrats are divided over the
public option in both houses, liberals
strongly in favor and many moderates
against it. Critically, though, it appears
that any chance for Republican support
would evaporate if legislation permits
immediate, direct competition between
the government and insurance industry.
On the morning after his speech,
Obama renewed his campaign for
passage of his top domestic priority.
Declaring that too many individuals
are being denied coverage, he said, “It

WASHINGTON (AP) — Good news in the world’s
flu fight: One dose of the new swine flu vaccine looks
strong enough to protect adults – and can spark protection within 10 days of the shot, Australian and U.S.
researchers said Thursday.
Australian
shot maker CSL
Ltd. published
results of a
study that found
between 75
percent and 96
percent of vaccinated people
should be protected with one
dose – remarkable considering
scientists thought
it would take two VIALS OF H1N1 vaccine by
Beijing-based drug maker Sinovac
doses.
Biotech Ltd. AP photo
U.S. data
to be released
Friday confirm those findings, and show the protection starts rapidly, Dr. Anthony Fauci of the National
Institutes of Health told The Associated Press.
“This is quite good news,” Fauci said.
The dose question has an important ramification:
It means people will have to line up for influenza vaccinations twice this year instead of three times – once
for the regular winter flu shot and a second time to
be inoculated against swine flu, what doctors call the
2009 H1N1 strain.

is heartbreaking and it is wrong and
nobody should be treated that way in
the United States of America. Nobody!”
He also cited new Census statistics
showing that the number of uninsured
has risen to 46.3 million from 45.7 million in 2007.
In general, the legislation would
provide new protections to Americans
with insurance, help the uninsured
afford coverage, require most individuals to carry coverage and aim to slow
the growth of medical costs overall.
The measure would be paid for through
reductions in planned Medicare spending and tax increases.
Obama has said his approach
will not result in higher deficits, but
Congressional Budget Office estimates
dispute him.
Most Republicans made clear during the day that Obama’s speech had
done nothing to lessen their opposition.
But they were peppered with questions about Rep. Joe Wilson of South
Carolina, who shouted “You lie” at the

The winter flu vaccine is widely available now, and
U.S. health authorities urged people Thursday to get it
out of the way now before swine flu shots start arriving in mid-October.
Despite all the headlines about swine flu, which
has become the main influenza strain circulating
in the world, doctors do expect some garden-variety
flu to hit this fall too – the kind that every year kills
36,000 Americans and hospitalizes 200,000.
“Take some individual responsibility to stay
healthy during the flu season,” said Health and
Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius, who
scheduled her own seasonal shot for Friday.
Waiting to get the first inoculation out of the way
“is not in anybody’s best interest,” added Dr. Nancy
Nielsen, past president of the American Medical
Association. She said busy doctors need to have completed regular vaccinations by the time they have to
deal with H1N1 shots.
There’s no way to predict how much of either flu
strain will circulate.
“This year, we are in uncharted territory,” warned
Dr. Thomas Frieden, director of the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.
He said some parts of the Southeast in the past few
weeks have experienced as much flu as is usually seen
in the middle of winter. So far, it’s all the H1N1 variety, with schools and colleges experiencing outbreaks
almost as soon as classes began.
Indeed, a typical school student who catches swine
flu will spread it to two to three classmates, says a
stark new estimate published Thursday in the journal
Science. Flu specialist Ira Longini of the University

president during the speech.
Asked if the episode embarrassed
him as party leader, Rep. John Boehner,
R-Ohio, said, “I think that Mr. Wilson
made it clear that he said his behavior
was inappropriate, and he apologized
for it. And I’m glad he did.”
Obama accepted the apology, telling
reporters, “we all make mistakes.”
After months of missed deadlines
caused by internal division and GOP
opposition earlier in the year, neither
Pelosi nor Reid was willing to outline
anything more than a broad timetable for action on the legislation. But
increasingly, it appeared that events in
the Finance Committee would determine the pace.
There, Sen. Max Baucus, D-Mont.,
has said he will convene the panel
the week after next to vote on legislation that would meet Obama’s goal
of expanding health care, providing
consumer protection to those with coverage, and slow the growth of medical
spending overall.

of Washington in Seattle based the estimate on how
swine flu spread through a New York City school in
April, and some other schools since.
Thursday’s swine flu vaccine reports center on
adults; studies in children aren’t finished yet.
But scientists had feared that people of all ages
would need two shots about a month apart because
the new H1N1 strain is so genetically different from
normally circulating flu strains that most of the
population has little if any immunity.
So the CSL study, rushed out by the New England
Journal of Medicine late Thursday, is welcome
news. In a study of 240 adults, half younger than 50
and half over, one shot prompted the same kind of
immune response indicating protection that is seen
with regular flu vaccine. And a standard 15-microgram dose – not the double dose that also was tested
– was enough.
“It’s really striking how incredibly similar this is
to every other study of a seasonal flu vaccine I’ve ever
seen,” said Dr. John Treanor, a flu specialist at the
University of Rochester who examined the data.
The study found the same side effects people experience with regular flu vaccine, which is no surprise
since this shot is merely a recipe change from the
annual standby. About 45 percent of recipients had
mild reactions such as a headache, sore arm or redness at the shot site.
On Friday, the NIH is set to release results of its
own studies of hundreds of adults that confirm that
one shot works, Fauci said. Plus, the U.S. work shows
that people are protected between eight days and 10
days after that inoculation, he said.
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Card could save big bucks for students

In commemoration of 911 and to foster unity among
different faiths, the American
Festival Chorus and the organist for the Mormon Tabernacle
Choir will perform a free concert tonight at 7, in the historic
Logan Tabernacle downtown.
The entirely volunteer-created
show was organized by interfaith group Cache Community
Connections. The show
hopes to promote interaction
between Cache Valley residents of differing faiths and to
remember the events of Sept.
11 eight years ago, said John
Ribera, who serves as managing director of the American
Festival Chorus. The AFC is a
large choir and will be hard
pressed to fit all its members
in the choir loft, said Ribera.
“There are 300 of us, so it’ll
certainly fill the choir loft and
then some,” said Ribera.
Clay Christiansen, the organist for the Mormon Tabernacle
Choir, will perform an organ
solo as part of the show, and
the AFC will be directed by

Campus & Community

Utah State University President
Stan L. Albrecht will give his
first-ever State of the University
address Tuesday, Sept. 15, at
3 p.m., in the Taggart Student
Center’s Evan N. Stevenson
Ballroom.
After a series of budget presentations in the spring and a memo
detailing the university’s budget
situation, President Albrecht
indicated that he would gather the
university community together
sometime in the fall and discuss
the budget situation for the comUSU Bookstore employee Kelsey Glenn explains the starvation card system to Shea Sederholm at the cus- ing year and other issues affecting
tomer service desk Tuesday. ANI MIRZAKHANYAN photo illustration
the future direction of the university.
ing the first week of fall semester 100 cards were
been using the card for six years. “It’s a tried and
President Albrecht has never
sold, he said. The card has already established itself
true product for me.”
given a State of the University
at other colleges along the Wasatch Front, such as
Each time the USU Bookstore sells a card,
address because of his preference
University of Utah, Brigham Young University, Utah Parkinson said it receives commission, which he
for smaller, more personal meetValley University and Weber State, he said, which all wouldn’t disclose the percentage the bookstore
ings with colleges, faculty, staff
have sold more than 1,000 cards so far.
pockets.
and student groups. He decided
Parkinson said the Starving Student Card comWhile college students are the main focus for the that a State of the University
pany prefers to work with college bookstores, which Starving Student Card anyone can purchase one, he would be the appropriate venue to
are financially run separately from the university,
said.
address the university at this time.
and when it approached him he didn’t hesitate to
For more information about the card or to see
The State of the University
accept.
which businesses in Logan and Ogden are particiaddress is open to everyone, and
“I worked at the bookstore at (BYU-Idaho) and
pating in USU’s Starving Student Card visit www.
all USU faculty, staff and students
so I was aware of the program and what they did,
starvingstudentcard.com.
are encouraged to attend.
and so I wasn’t a hard sell,” Parkinson said, who has
–mark.d.vuong@aggiemail.usu.edu
For more information, contact
Teresa Denton, 435-797-1162.

9-11 commemoration
brings faiths together
By BRENDON BUTLER
staff writer

Briefs
Albrecht gives
State of the
University
Address Sept. 15

By MARK VUONG
copy editor

For $40, USU students can get more than $1,500
worth of discounts at various businesses in Logan
and Ogden with the flash of a card.
The director of the USU Bookstore, David
Parkinson, said the Starving Student Card offers
one-time discounts to unlimited uses at participating businesses ranging from restaurants to entertainment. Aside from discounts, he said some select
businesses are giving free food, activities and services when students present their card.
“The $1,500 is just the free stuff, so beyond that
you start adding up the discounts and it turns into
several thousand dollars worth of value,” Parkinson
said. “So there’s potential value but it’s only realized
if (students) frequent those businesses and use the
deals on there.”
A number of participating businesses are on campus, he said, such as the bookstore, Quadside Cafe,
Skyroom, Quick Stop, Junction and Hub.
The card, which expires Sept. 1, 2010, is similar to
a coupon book, Parkinson said. The differences are
that with a coupon book people can pick it up for
free, and businesses pay to have their coupon in it.
Where as with the card, students must purchase it
and businesses volunteer, for free, to be included in
the offered discounts, he said.
“It’s designed to just get traffic into the various
businesses that are participating in the card,” he
said. “It’s got extended use, repeatable use, and the
deals that are on it are frequently much better than
the coupon books.”
To sign up for a Starving Student Card, Parkinson
said go to customer service in the bookstore to purchase one. And if students lose their card, he said
they can get a free replacement by returning to customer service and presenting identification.
This is USU’s first year to sell the card and dur-
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music department head and
former Mormon Tabernacle
Choir director Craig Jessop.
Four community leaders
will speak at the memorial,
including former Logan mayor
Doug Thompson, who really
pushed the idea to start Cache
Community Connections after
Sept. 11, 2001, said committee
member Dan Judd.
“He called for the formation
of an interfaith council ... on
behalf of the Muslim families
in our community, to make
sure that there was no ill-will
acted out upon them,” said
Judd. “And there was none. I
think the community at large
is to be credited for the fact
that there really was not that
feeling of enmity that there
was in a lot of places.”
Palestinian native and USU
Water Research Lab Engineer
Said Ghabayen will also speak
for a short time during the
memorial. Ghabayen was a
USU doctoral student at the
time of the 9-11 attacks and
represented Logan’s Muslim
community as a founding
member of the CCC. There will
also be representatives from
Logan’s different Christian

churches, said Judd.
The event is also in commemoration of the eighth
year since Cache Community
Connections was formed, said
Judd. According to their Web
site, the Cache Community
Connections organization is
a group of religious and civic
leaders throughout Cache
Valley who came together after
Sept.11, 2001 to promote communication and understanding between various groups
of people, especially different
faiths. Faiths such as Islam,
Christianity, Judaism, Bah’ai,
Unitarian Universalism and
Buddhism are all represented
in the CCC organization, in
addition to many community
groups such as Logan city and
USU Extension.
The concert has been organized and will be performed
entirely by volunteers. The
show starts at 7 p.m. and
goes until 8:30, at the Logan
historic Tabernacle on 50 N.
Main Street. To find out more
about volunteering with Cache
Community Connections visit
their Web site: www.cachecommunityconnections.com
–butler.brendon@gmail.com

Citations Save the date
for Historic
issued to Home Tour
11 minors

The USU College of Business
honored one of the owners of the
company developing the Riverwood
business park in Logan.
Lynnette Hansen was recognized
By RACHEL A. CHRISTENSEN
with a Professional Achievement
news editor
Award during the sixth annual
Women in Business Seminar lunEleven USU students were cited for minors in possession cheon Thursday, April 12, at USU.
of alcohol (MIP) Wednesday on campus.
Lynnette and her husband, Dell
USU Police Chief Steven Mecham said police received a
Loy Hansen, own Wasatch Property
report of an alcohol problem in the Mountain View Tower at Management, a company that man9:47 p.m. Mecham said when an officer arrived to the hous- ages 10,000 units in several western
ing, he could smell alcohol outside one of the rooms. Once
states. The Women in Business
the door was opened, it was apparent several people inside
Seminar was sponsored by Partners
had been drinking.
in Business, a student-led organizaCapt. Steve Milne said out of the 11 male students cited,
tion in the College of Business.
10 were issued citations at Mountain View Tower, and a few
Wasatch Property Management
hours later the last student was issued a citation down the
is developing the Riverwood busiroad from the towers.
ness park at 700 South and Main
In an earlier interview with The Utah Statesman, Milne
Street in Logan. There are plans
said most arrests and citations made for alcohol-related viola- in the works for several businesses
tions occur in university housing areas.
to be located there, including a
According to the USU Housing Handbook, campus hous- Marriott Suites, Planet Fitness,
ing handles first-time MIP offenders with a minimum
two restaurants, a convention censanction of a referral to the Student Wellness Center for
ter and new offices for Wasatch
assessment and education and a meeting with housing staff Property Management.
to review policy and discuss the violation. Documentation of
the violation will be kept in the resident’s file and all files will
be forwarded to the assistant director of housing.
USU Police’s annual report states 41 percent of alcohol and
drug violations in 2008 were MIPs.
–rac.ch@aggiemail.usu.edu

Joshua James strums his guitar in the TSC Ballroom

JOSHUA JAMES, A PROVO ARTIST, sings into the mike at his concert Wednesday in the TSC Ballroom. TYLER LARSON photo editor

Wanlass
Foundation
donates 31
works of art

The Nora Eccles Harrison
Museum of Art at Utah State
University has received a major gift
of 31 new works from the Kathryn
C. Wanlass Foundation and Marie
Eccles Caine Foundation. The new
works are on display as part of the
exhibition “Uses of the Real,” an
exhibit that explores what constitutes art in today’s world.
Newly remodeled gallery spaces
have also allowed the museum staff
to bring out the collection in a way
not experienced before. Walls have
been knocked down and new fixtures have been installed to allow
approximately 500 more objects to
be put on display, including more
than 100 photographs and 250
ceramic works usually stored away
and inaccessible to the public.
“We hope the next time our visitors
walk through the galleries they will
be as delighted as we are because
many of their favorite objects are
now out of storage and available
to enjoy,” said museum director
Victoria Rowe Berry.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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USU turns attention to
roadway after bicyclist
hit by car on 700 N.

to text while driving, Ijams said.
Capt. Steve Milne of USU Police encourages
drivers to slow down and pay more attention to
pedestrians.
With about 16,000 students riding bicycles
“Cars on campus need to drive at a safe,
and walking in the area, drivers must be careful prudent speed and follow state codes, just like
to watch for pedestrians as they negotiate their
everywhere else,” he said.
way across campus. With safety in mind, Logan
Peter Brown, senior double majoring in
city recently placed two signs on 700 North,
Spanish and public relations, said he should
warning drivers to watch for pedestrians and
have followed those codes before he got a ticket
bicycles as they pass through the major thorlast week for driving on the sidewalk between
oughfare on campus.
the Taggart Student Center and the Alumni
The signs are basically a safety measure, said Center.
Christine Christensen, employee at Logan city
“It was 10:30 at night, and I was helping
Public Works Department.
a friend load up some boxes from the Eccles
“There’s a lot of
Science Learning Center,”
“Bikes need to ride
traffic, both auto and
he said. “Instead of going
pedestrian,” she said.
around, I drove across. It
like they were cars
“We hope the sign’s
was a bad night for me.”
and ride in the
placement will warn
Brown could have
road,” said Jensen.
drivers to be more
asked Campus Parking
“Regardless of how
watchful.”
Services for a permit to drive
Thousands of stuscary it may be, that’s his vehicle on the campus
dents cross 700 North
sidewalk for loading purthe law. Honestly, the
every day on bikes and
poses, Milne said.
more bicycles that
on foot. Maxwell Ijams,
Christy Jensen,
sophomore music-therspokesperson for Aggie Blue
are on the road, the
apy major, said he was
Bikes, said students should
better it is. These
hit by a car last week as
read the campus walkway
people will see them
he rode his fixed-gear
policy, which lays out guideand have to get used
bike down 700 North
lines for using vehicles and
past the Aggie Parking
bicycles on campus. One rule
to being with them.”
Terrace. When the car
the walkway policy is
–Christy Jensen from
pulled out in front of
that bikes shouldn’t travel
Aggie Blue Bikes spokesperson
him he didn’t have
more than twice the speed of
time to brake, so he
pedestrians when riding on
pedaled harder, he said,
inner-campus sidewalks, and
but didn’t make it. She clipped his rear wheel
should make themselves heard when overtaking
and sent him sprawling onto the road, injuring
pedestrians. When riding along a street such as
his wrist and scratching his bicycle seat. Ijams
700 North, riders should stay off the sidewalk
said he was wearing a helmet and wasn’t badly
and stay to the right side of the road, she said.
injured, but the police was called to document
Milne said there was an experimental ban
the accident. He advises student bicyclists to pay implemented a few years ago on bicycle riding
attention and follow traffic laws just as if they
on all campus sidewalks during class breaks.
were driving a car.
Though it may have prevented some accidents, it
“Don’t assume drivers can see you, because
was just too difficult to enforce, he said. The ban
they won’t,” Ijams said.
was revised in 2005. Riders can find a copy of
It’s a pet peeve of his to see his friends trying the revised campus walkway policy by searching
By BRENDON BUTLER
staff writer

Safety measures on 700 North insists drivers be aware of people crossing the street. Bikes are considered vehicles and need to ride with the flow of traffic CODY GOCHNOUR photo illustration

“walkway policy revisions” on USU’s Web site.
The Aggie Blue Bikes office also has pocket-sized
copies available for students, Jensen said.
Jensen, like Ijams, has a particular interest in
warning students to be watchful while riding.
She was hit by a driver recently as she rode her
bike home from work on Center Street, she said.
A man turning left plowed into her at more than
20 mph, leaving her bike totaled and her body
bruised, she said.
“He said the sun was in his eyes and he didn’t
see,” she said.
Jensen said because she wasn’t in a car, the

man hesitated to call the police and ambulance.
“He was like, ‘What do we do?’ and I said,
‘Call the police, you idiot,’” Jensen said. The fact
that some drivers treat bicyclists differently
than cars is part of the problem, she said.
“Bikes need to ride like they were cars and
ride in the road,” Jensen said. “Regardless of
how scary it may be, that’s the law. Honestly, the
more bicycles that are in the road, the better it
is. These people will see them and have to get
used to being with them.”
–butler.brendon@gmail.com

For more pictures and news visit
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USU STUDENTS TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE NEW OBSERVATORY Tuesday night atop the Science Engineering Research Building. The facility was built to give student researchers, as well as those
with an interest in stargazing, an opportunity to take a more exploritory look into the night sky. Steve Sellers photo

By JILL STETTLER
staff writer

James Cobern was an undergraduate student here at USU
when the physics department dreamed of a new observatory.
Now, with a master’s in physics in hand and as head of labs
and demos at USU, he is in charge of the project that took
17 years to create: the new observatory on top of the Science
Engineering Research Building (SER), across from the MerrillCazier Library.
“Everything here was designed and built by and at USU,”
Cobern said. “It was all on schedule and under budget. The
metal was welded and shaped here at USU. The only thing not
done by USU was a little bit of roofing. And the telescopes, of
course, we had to order those.”
On June 1, there was only a red circle on the roof of the SER

building, Cobern said. Now, there is a full observatory, made of
two parts. Outside of the main observatory are five telescopes.
Inside the metal dome is the home for the future 21-inch telescope, which was officially ordered Tuesday, Sept. 8.
“It could take three months to get here, but we’ll be pushing
for sooner than that,” Cobern said.
Carlos Read, junior in physics and chemistry, is a laboratory
assistant in charge of helping students with class assignments.
“It’s my job to show people the constellations, stars and planets,” Read said. “I’d be up here even if it wasn’t my job. I love
science and find it incredibly interesting to see how the universe works.”
Read said students should come to the observatory often and
he’ll show them “cool stuff.”
Naatalgaii Utter, undeclared freshman, was at the observatory for a class assignment. “I think it’s really awesome that we
can come up on the roof at night and have people that know

about the constellations show us stuff,” Utter said.
Cobern said the building is for students and research.
“The old observatory, over by the stadium, was picked up
and towed from California by college students and placed on
golf balls. It was good for its time, but it’s struggled the last
while,” Cobern said. “It also wasn’t very easy to see the sky
when intramural sports had lights on at the stadium during
the night.”
There will be a party at the observatory Friday, Sept. 11, he
said.
The observatory opened on Sept. 1, 2009. Its hours are
Monday through Thursday from 9 to 10 p.m.
For more information, visit the observatory on top of the
SER building.
-jill.redspiral@gmail.com

19 percent of USU students have no health care
By STOREE POWELL
staff writer

A scenario: A full-time USU student slips on a
dirty plate on her roommates’ messy floor. Falling
down the basement stairs, she breaks her leg in
several places, fractures her wrist, cracks her head
and gets a concussion. Her leg and wrist require
reconstructive surgery, several months of healing,
and after the stitches, pain pills and the inability
to go to work, the medical bills force her out of
school. If only she had health insurance.
This scenario is possible and probable for students who have no health insurance. According
to an internal survey of USU’s Student Health and
Wellness Center, 19 percent of USU students have
no health insurance. Twelve percent aren’t sure if
they have any, and 16 percent reported that while
they don’t have health insurance, they pay for all
costs, something that could be impossible if a serious accident or illness occurs.
Almost eight percent of students have employer
provided insurance, almost 29 percent have their
own insurance and 41 percent are covered by their
parents’ policy. But what about those students’
without it? What is keeping them from obtaining
health insurance?
According to the survey, the 19 percent who are
uninsured are not covered because they cannot
afford it. But, as Jim Davis, director of the Student
Health and Wellness Center, said a previous survey showed students could afford it, but just felt it
was an unnecessary expense since they never had
an illness that justified insurance.
Davis said insurance is not mandatory at USU,
but he feels it should be.
“In fact, I have been a proponent of mandatory
student health insurance for several years,” Davis
said. “I’ve written and circulated a white paper on
the topic of mandatory student health insurance
and have spoken about it as an invited speaker in
other states as well.”

Of students who took the survey, 93 percent said
mandatory health insurance would not prevent
them from attending USU.
Ryan Allen, undeclared junior in business, said
on first thought he wasn’t sure if he had insurance.
Allen then recalled he was on his parents’ plan but
wouldn’t pay for it himself even though he took
prescriptions.
“My parents would probably make me get it
though,” Allen said.
However, graduate students who work for USU
as part of their program and international students are required to have it, Davis said.
Davis said he believes it isn’t required because
“the higher-ed administrators are fearful of the
affects of adding insurance premiums to already
high education costs could prevent students from
being able to attend.”
Students who feel it is unnecessary should consider this: The survey stated 70 percent of the students reported they’d received health care services
while attending USU.
Chelsea Flora, junior in social work, is covered

by her parents’ insurance.
Flora’s attitude was influenced by an uninsured
friend, who had his thumb crushed in a work
accident and his medical bills forced him to file
bankruptcy.
Flora said, “I know how important health insurance is. I would pay for it myself if I wasn’t on my
parents’ plan.”
Davis said, “I wouldn’t really believe that students do not need to have health insurance.”
The problem, Davis said, is students who are
uninsured because of the perceived cost haven’t
actually priced insurance.
“I think that students who are uninsured are
simply mis-informed as to the cost-benefit ratio,”
Davis said. “Being insured, through a policy purchased with a low-interest student loan, and paid
back with dollars earned sometime during a time
of higher earning potential certainly makes more
sense to me than running up a bill of $4,000 to
$6,000 for an unanticipated appendicitis episode,
while trying to go to school and having to drop
out to work or declare bankruptcy.

Leah Hansen, senior in interior design, said she
sees it as a necessary cost. While she is covered by
her parents’ plan, she said she would pursue it on
her own if she wasn’t.
“I pay $60 a month for prescriptions with my
insurance,” Hansen said. “I can’t imagine what I’d
pay without it.”
If students want to learn about getting health
insurance, Davis said he is willing to explain.
Also, Noell Hansen, coordinator for the student
health plan, can help students. Davis said students
can look at discussion Web sites and talk to their
parents.
For those who really can’t afford it and are suffering from an illness or injury should know that
the student health segment of the Student Health
and Wellness Center can visit doctors, nurses,
nurse practitioners, dietitians and health educators free of charge since it operates mostly on the
student health fee students pay every semester.
Medicine, sutures, x-rays, labs, etc. are not free
though. The staff can assist those who do have
insurance prepare paperwork to bill them for any
costs.
Davis said, “Students receive the exact same
care regardless of health insurance status.”
While health insurance has been rising over the
last decade, at a double-digit inflation rate, Davis
said, the Student Health Insurance Plan (SHIP)
has remained at the same premium over the last
three years. Also, the health fee of $35 per semester hasn’t risen for the last three years, Davis said.
“We work very, very hard to be frugal with the student health fees that we collect,” Davis said.
The center offers several insurance options for
all students – married, dependents, etc. Davis
said, the student can select a plan with a $50,000
max payout, or a $250,000 maximum for a small
price increase.
Hansen said, “I couldn’t live without health
insurance.”
-storee.powell@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Professor elected to national coalition
By NATALIE CURTIS
staff writer

Lindsey Shirley, USU assistant professor, was recently elected as a representative for a national coalition, a position she
said she feels passionate about.
“I’ve always wanted to have a leadership role because I want
to advance the program of family and consumer science education,” she said. “We need teachers to stand up and say, I support this.”
The coalition’s purpose is to help create a unified vision for
FCSE, she said, and to lobby for Perkins Funding from the government. According to www.facsecoalition.org, the coalition
includes representatives from three professional organizations
and one student organization in family and consumer sciences.
The site stated the board consists of nine members who are
national representatives that help communicate among professional organizations concerned with FCSE.
Shirley said she didn’t expect to be nominated or elected,
but she said she does feel qualified to fill the position. She
said she attended a leadership
academy during her Ph.D.
program at Iowa State where
she learned from the deans of
colleges. She said she is compelled to be involved in the
growth of FCSE and serve at
the national level.
“I feel I need to follow
through with my past knowledge and experiences and step
up and be a leader,” she said.
Being a part of the coalition not only helps the progress of family and consumer
science education, Shirley
said, but it helps with her
teaching as well.
“It keeps me up-to-date on
latest information and helps
me to stay connected with
people all over the nation so I
can interject different strategies and information into my
classes,” she said.
Shirley, who is also the
USU Extension clothing and
textiles specialist, said, as a
board member for the coalition, she helps to conduct
research that justifies the existence of FCSE as a secondary
program.
Through national surveys,
she said, results show there
are shortages of FCSE teachers
in 90 percent of states. She
said she is working on coming
up with studies to explore the
current status of education
and find new and different
ways to market the program
to recruit more students to the
major.
Shirley said the FCSE major
is a great opportunity for students to learn about nutrition,
finance and important life
skills. Students can also learn
how to be wise consumers and
gain knowledge about fibers
and clothing, she said. FCSE
prepares individuals to solve
practical problems because
there’s not always one solution, she said, and students
learn how to consider all the
factors.
“Without this program
society would suffer,” she said.
“The things taught in FCSE
classes help pick up where the
family has left off.”
Shirley said because of
the current economy, both
parents often have to work,
which demands a lot of time
and leaves less opportunity
for teaching. Education is a
great way to inform individuals, families and communities
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PROFESSOR LINDSEY SHIRLEY was recently elected to a
position within the family and consumer science education coalition.
PETE SMITHSUTH photo

about issues that are perennial, she said, such as financial literacy. Shirley said there is more involved in the current state of
the economy then what lies at the federal, state and local levels.
“It is important for us, as consumers, to think more critically about our purchasing habits, buying within our means,”
she said. “I think it would be a positive step in the right direction if more individuals were prepared for the future, instead
of trying to remediate after the fact.”
The classes in FCSE help students use all their resources, she
said, and apply the skills learned from math and science to life
in the real world.
“Family and consumer sciences have made a difference in
my life,” Shirley said. “I can use what I have learned over the
years each day to make choices personally and ultimately help
individuals, families and communities improve their quality of
life. It is very exciting.”
Despite the misconceptions about the FCSE major, Shirley
said, there are a wide variety of job opportunities with the
degree. She said some of the career possibilities include a parent education consultants, HR officers, director of communications, consumer economist, career in public health, image
consultant, housing specialist, nutrition educator, research
scientist and tracks for pre-law, pre-med and pre-pharmacy
students.
Some clothing companies hire employees for practical
and skills consumer education, she said. There are also other
unique paths students can take. One student used his degree
to start a non-profit organization that focuses on victims of
abuse, she said. The organization provides a clearing house
that connects victims to resources to help them recover, she
said.
CNN reported FCSE as the top most unusual major that
gives graduates a job, she said, and the program at Utah State
currently offers students 100 percent job placement.
If students aren’t interested in majoring in FCSE there are
several ways to still be involved in the program. Although students can’t minor in FCSE, she said, there are several classes
open to the university and there is a club called Aggie FACS.
“The club incorporates service learning, professional development and fun,” she said. “We host activities related to all of
the content areas in FCSE.”
Shirley said some of the topics include foods and nutrition,
financial management, clothing and textiles, child development, parenting, housing and interiors and leadership development. There are opportunities to travel to professional meetings, she said.
For more information about Aggie FACS or majoring in
FCSE, students can contact Shirley at 435-757-3410 or at lindsey.shirley@usu.edu.
-natalie.c@aggiemail.usu.edu

Trendy Transitions
By BONNIE BING
McClatchy Newspaper (MCT)

It’s almost here: transition season. The
most difficult time to figure out what to wear
during fluctuating temperatures. Add to that
the challenge of looking up-to-date without
tossing out last fall’s wardrobe and starting
over.
It’s cool in the morning and again in the
evening, but warm during the day, so what
temp should we dress for? Trying to decide is
not fun.
“Not true! Late summer marks a transition,
but it doesn’t mean the fun has to end when it
comes to getting dressed,” said Leah Doshier
at Section 37 boutique in St. Louis.
Doshier advises shopping for clean lines
or slightly embellished pieces with crochet or
beads. “These can be worn alone now, and layered for later in colder temps,” she said.
Monica Smits at Aspen Boutique also likes
the challenge of making the transition to fall
while updating your wardrobe for the new season.
“We are loving tunic-length vests and tops

for transition because you can wear them now
with sandals or later add skinny jeans or leggings and boots.”
Also think shine. That’s what New York
trends analyst Tom Julian suggests as you take
inventory of your closet for fall.
“Think hues of copper, gold, platinum and
gunmetal,” he said. “Designers have placed
an emphasis on luxe fabrics that can sparkle
and shine without all the bells and whistles
of embroidery, embellishment and excessiveness.”
Julian and David Hacker, vice president of
trends and color at Kohl’s department stores,
both list menswear looks as a top trend along
with animal print and plaid.
“By simply adding a statement accessory
such as a bold cheetah print belt, colorful
plaid handbag or vintage-look shoes, an everyday look will become effortlessly trendy this
fall,” Hacker said.
Fashion consultants agree you don’t have
to buy a lot, but you’ve got to be selective so
you’ll have the best pieces to layer and accessories that update your look for fall.
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All about an obsessive,
nutty ‘Cruciverbalist’
“All About Steve”
follows the story
Staff
of Mary Horowitz
Nick Peterson
(Sandra Bullock) and
her adventurous journey across America as
she searches for whom
she believes to be her
true knight in shining
armor. Mary is what
she calls a “cruciver- Grade Bbalist,” also known as “All About Steve”
a crossword constructor for a Seattle newspaper. The man who Mary believes will change her life
forever is Steve (Bradley Cooper), an attractive guy who
works as a cameraman for a struggling cable-news show.
After only one date with Steve, which ends before it
even begins, Mary is infatuated with everything and anything about Steve. She vows to track him down on the road
until she finds him and has her blissfully happy ending.
Little does she know that Steve may not share the same
feelings.
Steve travels with his co-workers, Hartman and Angus
across the country as they search for the hottest news stories in order to boost the dwindling ratings of their show.
Hartman (Thomas Haden Church) is a news anchor who is
desperate to be recognized as a respected journalist in the
big-time news industry.
Haden Church gives an awesome performance as he
constantly checks himself in the mirror before he films
every segment taped by Steve. He delivers the character
of Hartman in a very stereotypical but hilarious way. He
also plays very well on-screen with Bullock’s character.
Hartman recognizes Steve’s disdain for Mary during their
travels and yet he only encourages her in her quest to
force Steve into loving her. While Mary has an odd enough
personality as is, the encouragements from Hartman to
pursue a potential relationship with Steve only increases
her complete lack of “normalness.”
Although she may seem a bit too corky and odd, Bullock
never strays away from exactly who Mary Horowitz is. She
is a crossword constructor who never sees the world in
anyone’s eyes but her own, regardless of how skewed her
own vision may actually be. While some scenes were completely over the top and maybe even unnecessary, Bullock
really does give a great comedic performance. While
watching the film, you become emotionally invested in the
character of Mary, and you truly wish her the best in her
effort to gain Steve’s love.
By the end of the story, it is clear that Steve and the
rest of the world finally see Mary for whom she really is.
Although she may be strange and eccentric on the outside,
she is someone who never strays away from who she really
is on the inside.
Will this film be winning Oscars anytime soon? Of
course not. It may not even be one of the top films of the
year, but it’s certainly not one of the worst. It is important to
remember when reviewing a film to think about what your
expectations were before it began. Bullock was already
in an uphill battle with this film because of the major success of her summer hit “The Proposal.” Comparisons were
unavoidable to “All About Steve,” making the film seem
worse than it actually was. I walked into “All About Steve”
expecting a silly comedy filled with a little romance and a
little laughter. In the end, the film accomplished all of these
things and more.
-Nicholas.peterson@aggiemail.usu.edu

Reel
Reviews

Some things should
be left unsaid

You all have done a very good job this week with keeping
your mouths shut. I didn’t hear nearly as much as I normally
do. With that said, I want to employ my readers for some
help. If you here things that are stupid, funny or outrages I
want to know about it. Shoot me an e-mail and let me know
what you’re hearing.
-Mardy.McFly@gmail.com
M. Johnson
1. “Do you think it’s posstaff writer
sible to sleep with every
guy on the football team? I
have seen some pretty cute
ones.”
Really, honey, that is a
thought you should keep
to yourself. Who wonders
“What we’re hearing”
something like that? There
are like 90 plus guys on the
football team. I can’t imagine
you wanting to sleep with all of them or they all wanting to
sleep with you. If you do somehow make this happen I’m
sure we would all love to hear how it went.
2. I was running late to class so I stepped in and just sat
in the back. I got myself settled in my seat and went to look
up at the power point projection but was stopped halfway
as my eyes landed on computer screen of the guy sitting in
front of me. All I saw was a screen full of boobs. That’s right,
the kid sitting in front of me was looking at half-naked girls.
The girls were in no way hot, but I guess when looking at
boobs the faces don’t really matter much, huh?
3. Sitting in the library I listened on, horrified, as a guy
learned that Washington D.C. is NOT, in fact, a U.S. state.
And he was unable to locate the state of Utah on a map, the
place he has lived in for four years.
4. “Arson would be a fun crime to commit,” someone
said. Another speaks up and says, “But killing someone
would be so much more fun.”
5. “My service to the community is going to the gym,
because by going there I make the girls working out feel bad
about themselves cause they want to look like me so they
work out harder. I’m totally encouraging healthy living.”

Fly on

the Wall

Walk, Logan, Walk
In my youth, El Paso, Texas, had a
great ad campaign to get the general
populace off its bum and to exercise.
Several commercials were created
with El Pasoans fearlessly traversing
past the sites of the city. The best part
was the little jingle, “Walk, El Paso,
Walk!”
Of course, this annoyingly, catchy
melodic fragment means nothing to
you because newspapers do not have
audio qualities, so for this I apologize.
Just know that it ranks up there with
other kitschy El Paso jingles, such
as “What Would You do to go to
Western Playland?” and “No, no, no,
Don’t Waste my Water!” (If you ever
run into me, know that I will sing these
gems on demand.)
Walking. I love walking. I am a
walker. I find nothing more joyous or
invigorating or as peaceful or mind
clearing as a non-rushed walk. Sunday
strolls in the cemetery. Midnight scampers ‘round Old Main Hill. I can walk
aimlessly or with a destined location in
mind. I am impartial to the purpose.
Of course, the busy school life
often puts a damper on my schedule
for such walks. Actually, it completely
blots them out. The only walking I do
is from place to place. If a place is
close enough and the weather is lovely, it should be obvious that my feet
are a priority mode of transportation.
I used to say, no, to people who
offered me rides. I thought they were
obnoxious souls trying to cheat me
out of a therapeutic meander. “It’s a
beautiful day,” I’d proclaim through
the rolled-down window. “And as
beautiful days are far and few, I’d
much rather walk.”
Then someone enlightened me

that refusing a ride can be considered
a rude thing to do. If someone sees
you walking and they take the trouble
to inconvenience themselves to pull
up or turn around and then offer
to potentially further inconvenience
themselves by dropping you off at
an unknown out-of-the-way location,
well, this is a noble sacrifice worth
abusing. I had never thought of it
that way before, and I would like to
express my apologies to any rides that
I have selfishly refused in my past. It
is nothing personal, it is just my fancy.
Now I always say, yes, to rides, even
if I am only a few houses away from
my destination, due to the belief that
accepting a short ride is a meaningful
destiny.
I have a hard time walking and
not getting anywhere, such as on a
treadmill. Treadmills are unbelievably
boring, not to mention dangerous.
Once, one sucked my arm underneath it. Ouch. I was trying to make
my tread more exciting by having
another person tread on the same
treadmill with me and dramatically
increase the speed of the machine.
Not a good idea. I tripped over my
feet and, shlunk, ended up with massive rug burn.
Hiking. This is a type of walking
I heart to the fullest. Except I never
seem to give myself enough time to
enjoy the beauties of nature at the top
of an inclining trail because nighttime
will often come sooner than I hypothesize. In fact, I have never enjoyed the
top of a hike in Logan because I have
always been in a rush to get back to
the bottom. The Wind Caves. I must
have done this one at least half-adozen times, and each time has ended

in pitch dark. (Except for the one
attempt that was cut short because
my sister needed to catch a shuttle; in
this instance shortcuts through muddy
slush helped intensify the adventure.)
Once as I was walking down from
the Wind Caves, well past sunset, in a
train of people being led by a single
cell phone light I stepped off the side
of the mountain, off into sheer air. True
story. The girl in front of me shouted
“narrow” as a warning, yet my foot still
managed to miss the terrain. I felt my
gall bladder lurch into my esophagus
as my life flashed before my eyes. I
was a goner. Goodbye. But the fantastic friend who had shouted the
warning was able to spin around and,
with a beefy bear hug maneuver, grab
my torso and heave me back onto the
trail. Gasp. I do not think my heart has
beat the same ever since.
Someday. Someday I will hike to
the Wind Caves and whip out a sack
lunch and sit and eat and contemplate the beauties of geological creation in beaming, streaming sunlight.
Someday. Maybe today. Why not?

Melissa Condie is a senior majoring in
music education.
Her column will
appear here weekly. Contact her at
m.condie@aggiemail.usu.edu

Inspirational speaker uses
dissorder to inspire others
By TED GREGORY
Chicago Tribune (MCT)

Born with a disorder that
would leave him 3 feet tall and
so brittle that coughing could
fracture a rib, Sean Stephenson
could not walk as a child. He
was wracked with pain. People
stared at him all the time.
Except on Halloween. On
Halloween, everyone looked
different. His distinct physical
appearance, the consequence of
osteogenesis imperfecta, helped
him blend in, and he loved that.
But on Halloween morning 1988, he broke his leg after
catching it on a door frame. His
favorite day became an agonizing one. He was hysterical until
his mother asked him the question that would change his life:
“Is this going to be a gift or a
burden?”
Two decades later, the man
who at birth was supposed to
survive only 24 hours is doing
his best to convert what would
seem to be an insurmountable
challenge into a gift—to himself
and others.
Stephenson, 30, is a psychotherapist and inspirational
speaker. His self-help book, “Get
Off Your ‘But,’” was released last
week, and on April 25 he finished filming a TV documentary pilot for A&E. A college graduate pursuing a PhD in clinical
hypnosis, he’s toying with the
idea of running for Congress,
after he opens orphanages for
kids with disabilities and a summer camp aimed at eliminating
“self-sabotage” in children.
“I embrace my life,” he said
one morning from his 17thfloor office in the Oakbrook
Terrace Tower. “I’ve lived the life
of a rock star.”
Like any motivational
speaker who has clipped on a

THREE-FOOT TALL MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER Sean Stephenson, of La Grange, Ill, hands
the ball to Chicago White Sox pitcher John Danks after he threw out the first pitch at U. S. Cellular Field
before the start of the game between the Chicago White Sox and the Toronto Blue Jays in Chicago, April
25. (Nuccio DiNuzzo/Chicago Tribune/MCT)

microphone, Stephenson weaves
similar quips into every conversation. “Self-sabotage is the
biggest problem on the planet”
is one. “If someone is telling you
no, you’re talking to the wrong
person” is another. “Compare
leads to despair” and “fairness is
an illusion” are other favorites.
He also stresses that “connecting,” which he defines as
“an exchange of our humanity,”
is vastly different from communicating, the simple exchange
of information. Understanding
that difference can be one of the
most powerful tools in changing
people’s lives, Stephenson maintains.
Given where he came
from, it’s difficult to dismiss
Stephenson as another entry

in a seemingly endless supply
of self-helpers in bookstores, at
business seminars and online.
Born in Chicago and raised
in LaGrange, Ill., Stephenson
endured more than 200 bone
fractures by the time he was 18.
His genetic disorder, which also
can stunt growth, left him with
arms so short he is unable to
scratch the top of his head.
“You lose your ego pretty
fast,” said Stephenson, who
weighs about 47 pounds and is
among about 50,000 people in
the country with some form of
osteogenesis imperfecta. “There
were things that I was pretty
uncomfortable with.”
In cars he travels in a child
seat. He needs a stick to press

elevator buttons. His father
routinely carries Stephenson,
who, without a wheelchair, must
scoot along the ground “like a
penguin,” he said.
He is quick to credit his
parents, Gregg and Gloria
Stephenson, who live with him
in Oak Brook, Ill.,and his sister, Heidi, with developing his
inner strength. Apart from that
fateful Halloween lesson and
the daily, physical support they
give their son, the Stephensons
emphasized a few basics: They
made him focus on what he can
do and dismiss what he cannot. They used an egg-timer to
contain his episodes of self-pity
to 15 minutes a day. During

- See SPEAKER, page 8
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Rockin’ with the Beatles
By BILLY O’KEEFE
McClatchy-Tribune News Service (MCT)
On paper, “The Beatles: Rock
Band’s” mission could scarcely be
simpler.
Fortunately, as it did with the original “Rock Band” — and, once upon
a time, the original “Guitar Hero”
— Harmonix makes it look every bit as
simple in practice.
The upshot is that “Beatles” is
explicitly what Beatles fans would
wish it to be — the original master
recordings of 45 songs, neatly organized over important periods in the
band’s lifespan and stuffed out the
gills with the imagery that similarly
defined each era’s importance and
influence. Beyond the new support
for three simultaneous singers (which
in turn allows for the formation of
six-player bands), the game leaves the
“Rock Band” formula alone.
Where “Beatles” goes for broke,
and scores, is in its inspired dedication
to fan service first and everything else
second.
Unlike recent “Guitar Hero” games
dedicated to one band, the playlist isn’t
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half Beatles and half other stuff, nor is
it presented out of order. The career
mode rides the same chronological
track as the band’s journey, kicking off
in The Cavern Club and culminating
with the 1969 Apple Corp rooftops
show. The Fab Four makes an inspired
transformation into 3D videogame
characters, the venues are exquisitely
recreated, and the animated imagery
that pops up between venues and
particularly during the Abbey Road
Studios sessions makes the game as
sublime to watch as it is to play, particularly since so much of that imagery
is out of view when your focus is on
actually playing the game and hitting
the notes. In terms of presentation
and devotion to the subject matter,
“Beatles” puts Neversoft’s single-band
tributes to shame.
For those who don’t care for the
Beatles any more than they do the
Monkees, though, Neversoft’s latest
may actually be the better of the two
games.
For starters, “Guitar Hero 5” isn’t
hobbled by its subject matter. Stuff
that has no place in a dedicated Beatles
tribute — custom character/band creation, support for any combination of

four instruments, eight-player online
competitive multiplayer, the ability to
play as your avatars in the Xbox and
Wii versions — fits in just fine here.
Similarly, while the quality of the
game’s 85 out-of-box tracks will vary
from ear to ear, it’s hard to argue
against the value of 40 additional
songs for the same price (and less if
you’re buying the instruments bundle). The GHStudio mode from last
year’s “World Tour” also returns with
a significant user-friendliness boost,
making it easier for players to record
their own instrumentals, download
other players’ creations, or just jam for
the fun of it in a makeshift recording
studio.
In terms of gameplay, “GH5” plays
by the same rules as “Guitar Hero”
and “Rock Band” games gone by
(“Beatles” included), with the capacity
for drop-in/drop-out co-op and the
aforementioned support for multiple
instrument configurations being the
only real noteworthy changes. But
“GH5” gets a slight nod over “Beatles”
in the note chart department, if only
because it supports more difficulty
levels and presents a friendlier graduation between each.

his frequent bouts of pain, they
would ask him to visualize
pleasant memories.
And they refused to hide
him.
“You decide to face the
music,” Gloria Stephenson said.
“He was a child first. The O.I.
and the wheelchair come next.”
Added Gregg Stephenson:
“We tried to instill a lot of
positive things in his life, but he
took it and ran with that. It all
comes down to what someone
does with what they have.”
Sean Stephenson soon found
that sharing his vulnerability
led people to open up to him.
He realized he could use that
effect to help, he said, and
became a motivational speaker
at 17, although he served as a
spokesman for osteogenesis
imperfecta at 11 years old.
Majoring in political science
at DePaul, Stephenson worked
as an intern for President Bill
Clinton—who gives a video
endorsement of Stephenson on
his Web site—and U.S. Rep.
William O. Lipinski before
graduating with high honors in
2001.
While working as a motivational speaker, Stephenson
would be approached by people
who wanted to share personal
problems in hopes he could provide answers. That led him to
earn a degree in psychotherapy
and a practice in “breakthrough
therapy,” in which Stephenson
sees a client for an intense, 12hour session to transform the
client’s life.
“He just had this compassion about him,” said client
Jamie Coombs, 26, of San
Diego. Coombs was trying to
break free of drug abuse and
the emotional scars from two
rapes. Stephenson had her close
her eyes, place herself in those
nightmarish moments, then
asked Coombs to comfort herself, forgive herself.
“I don’t know what happened
to me, but I was just in this
euphoric place after,” Coombs
said, adding she’s been clean
since the 2007 session. “It’s like

I don’t even know the person I
used to be.”
A year earlier, TV producer
Bryn Freedman was impressed
with an interview of Stephenson
she’d heard and contacted him.
She started working on a TV
project.
About the same time,
Stephenson had been pitching
a self-help book, which he considered a natural next step. Last
year, he found a publisher and
wrote the 225-page book aimed
at telling readers, as the cover
states, “how to end self-sabotage
and stand up for yourself.” A
few months ago, Freedman put
together a deal for a pilot that
condenses Stephenson’s life into
44 minutes.
The 86 hours of shooting
culminated with Stephenson
throwing out the ceremonial first pitch at the White Sox
game April 25.
“I am so moved and
impressed by how peaceful he
is and how insightful and how
joyful he is and how he has
this extraordinary back story,”
Freedman said, “but he doesn’t
focus on that.”
Instead, he is able to “take
the meaning of that experience
and codify it for other people,”
to help improve their lives “in a
very insightful, systematic way,”
she said.
His message typically elicits
three reactions: inspiration;
self-loathing among those ablebodied folks who struggle to
keep up with mundane everyday
tasks; and criticism from those
who see him—and attention
given to him—as skewing
an honest appraisal of life for
people with disabilities.
He occasionally is heckled at
speaking events and in phone
messages, but mostly in e-mails,
by people with disabilities
“because they say I don’t identify with my disability enough,”
he said. “These are people who
are not living out their dreams.
“Being 3-feet-tall and in a
wheelchair is about 2 percent of
who I am. I’m more than able.
I’m playing large.”

TERESA NESMITH TRIES an electronic cigarette she sells at a
kiosk in a mall in San Jose, California, on March 7. (Jim Gensheimer/San
Jose Mercury News/MCT)

E-cigarette sparks attention
as FDA crackdown looms
By KEN MCLAUGHLIN
San Jose Mercury News (MCT)

The young man in the tall swivel chair at the mall seems lost
in nicotine nirvana as he takes a deep drag on a cigarette and
blows smoke rings to the surprise of passing shoppers.
Sarah Kruberg, a 21-year-old college student from Portola
Valley, Calif., does a double take but keeps walking.
“I knew it couldn’t be someone smoking a cigarette,” she said
with a laugh. “But I didn’t know what it was.”
What Kruberg saw at Westfield Valley Fair mall in Santa
Clara, Calif., was a kiosk salesman puffing away on an electronic
cigarette, a new product that Jose Canseco, the steroid-tainted
baseball slugger turned e-cigarette pitchman, predicts will “revolutionize the industry of smoking.”
Health officials worldwide, however, are casting a wary eye.
Last summer a Florida company began aggressively marketing e-cigarettes — which emit a nicotine vapor with the help of
a computer chip — but the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
now seems poised to pull e-cigs from the market because the
agency considers them “new drugs.” That means they need
approval from the FDA, which requires companies to back up
their claims with scientific data.
“It is illegal to sell or market them, and the FDA is looking into
this,” said Rita Chappelle, an agency spokeswoman.
Asked if that meant the FDA would crack down on the dozens
of mall kiosks nationwide where the product is being sold like
perfume and cellphone covers, Chappelle said: “This is an open
case. Beyond that I cannot comment.”
Informed of the FDA’s position, David Burke, general manager
at Westfield Valley Fair, said Monday that the shopping center
is looking into the legality of the product. “All our retailers are
required to comply with applicable federal, state and local laws
and regulations,” he said.
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VOLLEYBALL

TouchBase
Lady Aggies
road trip to
face UTSA
BY USU ATHLETICS

JUNIOR MIDDLE BLOCKER KATIE ASTLE follows through on a spike for one of her three kills Wednesday night in the Spectrum against the Idaho State Bengals.
PATRICK ODEN photo

Spikers flatten Idaho State
By CONNOR JONES
sports senior writer

One day after a disappointing five-set loss to in-state rival University of
Utah, the lady Aggie volleyball team returned to the Spectrum and swept
the Idaho State Bengals in three straight sets.
With the win Utah State evens up its record at 3-3, while Idaho State is 43.
The Aggies began the first set with a vengence, jumping to an early 104 lead and eventually winning by 12 at 25-13. Sophomore Liz McArthur
racked up seven kills in the first set from her outside hitter position and
had no errors on 13 attempts for a .538 hitting percentage. Juniors Shantell
Durrant and Katie Astle added three kills on four attempts each for a .750
hitting percentage. The Aggies had 16 kills on 31 attempts with zero errors
in the first set for a .516 hitting percentage, while holding the Bengals to
seven kills on 32 attempts with seven errors for a hitting percentage of .000.
In the second set, USU had 17 kills on 43 attempts with three errors for
a .326 hitting percentage. Sophomore Emily Kortsen led the Aggies with
six kills, followed by McArthur who had four. Junior Danielle Taylor and
Durrant both recorded three kills. Kortsen also led USU in digs during the

set with eight. USU edged out the Bengals 25-20.
The third set saw more of the same from ISU with service errors, sloppy
passing and bad attacks, which led to 12 free points for the Aggies. Match
point came with a kill by Taylor from freshman Kassi Hargrove. Hargrove,
who is growing into the setting position, was a three-time high school allstate selection in Nevada for softball. She hit for a .409 average and had a
pitching record of 8-2 with a .97 earned run average her senior year.
The Aggies’ next two weekends are full of matches. They play in two
tournaments: The Fiesta Bowl Tournament, hosted by Northern Arizona
University, followed by the Kent State Tournament in Kent, Ohio. The Fiesta
Bowl features Utah State, The Citadel and Wyoming. On Sept. 18 and 19
they face off against Kent State and Robert Morris during the Kent State
Tournament.
After coming off a tough loss to University of Utah, Kortsen said it was
nice to get a win before leaving for two big tournaments.
“We want to have match experience,” head coach Grayson DuBose said.
“That’s why we set up the schedule the way we did: to give us a bunch of
matches before the WAC season starts.”
Conference play starts for the Aggies on Sept. 24 when they face the New
Mexico State Aggies at the Pan American Center in Las Cruces, New Mexico.
–c.h.j@aggiemail.usu.edu

Optimism running high for baseball team
By DAN FAWSON
staff writer

Coming off a spring 2009 campaign in which they
fell just short of a second straight regional tournament appearance, the Utah State Club Baseball Team
is hoping a strong fall season will help build toward
challenging for a Conference championship and
returning to the post-season.
The Aggies 13-5 record in Northern Pacific East
Conference games last spring left the team one game
behind second place Boise State, one game short of
a regional tournament berth and wondering what
might have been.
“Last season we didn’t do as well as we should
have,” said All-Conference pitcher Ryan Doyle. “We
blew an 11-run lead to Boise State which pretty much
cost us our postseason. That left a really bitter taste in
our mouths.”
The club baseball fall season is designed to help
coaches prepare for the spring. Head coach Brett Alamari and assistant coach Norm Doyle will use fall
games to evaluate players and see who will be able to
contribute and help the team earn a post-season berth
come spring.
“Our main goal for this fall is to get a look at a lot
of players so we know what we’ll have going into the
spring,” Norm Doyle said. “We have a veteran team
but are looking to add some depth.”
The Aggies return a lineup largely intact from last
season, a rarity in club baseball.
The team relied heavily on pitching and defense
last season and while both should remain strengths,
the Aggies are expecting more offensive firepower this

year.
“I really think our hitting should be our biggest
strength this year,” Ryan Doyle said. “Everyone in our
lineup can hit the ball, and it’s not often you have a
team like that, especially in club baseball.”
Leading the offensive charge this season should
be Brad Singer, who is making the move from second
to third base. Last season was Singer’s first with the
team, and after leading the way in many offensive categories, including a .429 batting average, the Aggies
are expecting even better things in year two.
“If I had to single out one player who I thought
would have a big season, it would probably be Brad
Singer,” Ryan Doyle said. “He’s the type of player who
can hit for power and average, as well as steal bases
and play great defense. He should have a big year for
us.”
Singer said his first season presented a difficult
transition, but he feels he’s now ready to take on more
of a leadership role.
“Last year was my first year, and I didn’t know
what to expect,” Singer said. “I didn’t know how difficult the league was.”
But Singer said familiarity with the conference
and a summer league experience in which most of
the players played on the same team helped him start
being more of a leader, and he’s hoping to continue in
that role.
Joining Singer in the infield will be shortstop Zack
Gunn who was second on the team in batting average
last spring, hitting .379. The team is waiting to learn
whether a scheduled fall graduation will affect first
baseman Broc Neagle’s eligibility, in which case newcomer Eric Swenson may pick up the slack at first.

Catcher Gavin Johnson also returns, and while he
is a threat at the plate, his greatest strength may be his
familiarity with the Aggie pitchers.
The opening left by Singer at second base may be
filled by newcomer Brad Sayama.
Center fielder Kevin Hall returns to lead the Aggie
outfield after hitting .311 and driving in 20 runs in
the spring. While his numbers are impressive, Hall’s
teammates think the leadership he provides is equally
important.
“He definitely gets us going with what he has to say
as well as how he plays the game,” Ryan Doyle said.
“He is the type of leader who is not afraid to tell you
exactly what you’re doing wrong and how you need to
fix it, but then he goes out and backs it up with how
well he plays.”
Hall said he agrees on-field performance is most
important when being a leader, acknowledging that
while he can be loud and enthusiastic, “the best way to
get everyone going is through my play.”
Hall will miss the fall season while recovering from
shoulder surgery but sees his absence as an opportunity for the team to build depth heading into the
spring.
Joining Hall in the outfield will be speedy left fielder Kelden Peterson who Doyle says has a knack for
getting on base. When on base last spring, Peterson
proved himself a terror to opposing infields, recording a team-high 11 stolen bases.
Ryan Doyle and Jesse Kunz typically make their
greatest contributions to the team on the mound, but

- See BASEBALL, page 10

After a brief two-match
homestand, the Utah State
soccer team travels to
the University of Texas at
San Antonio to face the
Roadrunners on Friday at
6 p.m. Following the match
with UTSA, the Aggies will
take on Houston Baptist on
Sunday at noon.
Utah State looks to
break a two-match winless
streak after losing to No.
20 Oklahoma and tying
Wyoming, 1-1, last week in
Logan. This is the Aggies’
second trip to the Lone
Star state this season. In
its first trip, Utah State
captured the Miner Classic
with wins against Texas
Tech and Stephen F.
Austin.
Utah State holds a 10 record against UTSA,
defeating the Roadrunners
in Logan last season. In
the win in 2008, Lindsey
Smart and Lauren Hansen
provided the offense,
while Ali Griffin pitched
her fourth shutout of the
season. This is the first
ever meeting between the
Aggies and the Huskies of
Houston Baptist.
Junior forward Lauren
Hansen leads the Aggies
in scoring with three goals
and one assist for four
points. She also has one
game-winning goal.

Lady Aggies
road trip to
face UTSA
BY USU ATHLETICS

Utah State’s Big Blue
Scholarship Fund
Luncheons in Logan will
be webcast live, starting on
Monday, Sept. 14.
To access the webcast,
fans can log onto www.
usubigblue.com. Past
luncheons will be archived
at iTunes University, by
going to https://podcasts.
usu.edu, then clicking
the Open USU on iTunes
U link. Then click on the
Athletics link and go to
USU Athletics – Football.
“Aggie Athletics is
committed to connecting
or reconnecting with our
alumni, former athletes
and support base wherever they are located,”
said Kent Stanley, USU
Senior Associate Athletics
Director for Development.
“Many Aggies outside of
Cache Valley have never
had a chance to hear Coach
Andersen. Tuning in on the
Monday after a game will
allow Aggies everywhere
to hear directly from our
head coach, and see the
film he is reviewing with
the live audience in Logan.
This is the first of a handful of initiatives aimed at
broadening our base and
communicating with our
stakeholders irregardless of
geography.”
The other Logan luncheons, held on Mondays,
will be on Sept. 21 and 28,
Oct. 12, 19 and 26, and
Nov. 2 and 16, all at The
Copper Mill Restaurant.
located at 55 N. Main in
Logan.
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Coach’sCorner
Ask and ye shall receive
Question 1: We have seen an increase
in the way Robert Turbin has performed. How will you utilize his
increased performance? – Josh Stokes,
Senior, Accounting
Coach Andersen: He’s our featured
back, which was very obvious in our first
football game. We’ll continue to let him
tote the rock and make plays for us. He’s
an exceptional player with great speed,
great athletic ability and he’s very physical. His carries will go up from the first
game.

Question 4: Could I play tight end? –
Tai Wesley, Senior, Interdisciplinary Studies
Coach Andersen: Yeah he could absolutely play tight end, and be a very, very
good one for us. I’d like to set up a meeting with coach (Stew) Morrill and him to
see if we can get that done.
Question 5: During the last few years,
Utah State has only shown up for one
half in many games, what are you
doing to change this? – Josh Stokes,
Senior, Accounting

Question 2: What are the team’s biggest strengths and biggest weaknesses? –Andy King, Senior, Liberal Arts

Coach Andersen: I think it’s toughness. I think it’s competitiveness. I think
it’s the ability of the kids to have some
belief that they can win. One of our bigCoach Andersen: I think our biggest
gest things coming into the season is to
strength would be our work ethic right
compete for four quarters. We talk about
now. I think this team is great workers. I
it every single day, we practice that way,
think that they have shown that they have we run our whole program through a
truly grown in a toughness area. Those
four-quarter system and ask the kids to
are two things that I’m very, very proud
compete for a whole year – every secof this football team. I would say the big- tion of the season is broken down into a
gest weakness is our ability to be able to
quarter. It’s a mind set. The other thing
execute our offense, defense and our spe- is young men have to be able to have a
cial teams at a high level in a game situbelief that they truly can go out and get
ation and consistently execute at a high
into a position to win a football game. I
level and not having to think is probably think they have that belief, but we haven’t
our biggest weakness right now, which is done it yet. I’m proud of the way they’re
probably normal for where we sit as far as making strides in the area of competing
developing the program right now.
throughout a game. That last game there
were many situations where they could
Question 3: On Thursday night
have said, ‘Here we go again.’ I think this
(against Utah) we were 0-12 on third
is a tough football team. I think their will
down attempts. What do we need to
to fight and their will to play for four
do to get over that, as well as get more quarters is definitely there, but it needs
time of possession? – Clint Lee, Senior,
to transfer over to wins.
International Business
If you would like to ask USU head football
Coach Andersen: If you don’t convert on coach Gary Andersen a question about the
third down you’re not going to have posAggies’ previous game or upcoming matchup,
session time, so you get possession time
please e-mail your questions, along with
with converting third downs. We talk
your year and major,
about it all the time, really in football
third down is the only down. You’ve got
to statesmansto get to third down to be able to have
ports@aggisuccess on both sides of the football. We
need to protect better, that is the biggest email.usu.
edu
issue we have. We had four or five balls
each
knocked down, gives you no chance to
complete them, and we also had pressure week by
on the quarterback. So, the biggest issue I Wednesday
see in our third down situation is not the at 5 p.m.
quarterback in this game, not the wide
receivers in this game but our ability to
be able to protect and keep the defensive
line’s hands down.

USU THIRD BASEMAN Dan Lindsey fields a ball and covers the bag. TODD JONES photo

Baseball: Club returns big bats
-continued from page 9
Kunz, however, will miss the fall season while recovering from a broken arm.
While a lot of preseason talk has been focused on the Aggies’ improved offense, the pitching
staff, led by ace Ryan Doyle, may well remain the strength of the team.
“We will be evaluating new pitchers this fall to see what we have,” Norm Doyle said, “but our
staff will be lead by Ryan Doyle.”
In an All-Conference performance, Ryan Doyle led the nation with 72 innings pitched last season, and finished second in strikeouts, fanning 72 batters.
When asked why his son has been so successful, Norm Doyle noted Ryan’s competitiveness, saying he “hates to have a runner reach base let alone lose a game.”
Kunz said he will be good to go for spring ball, which will help solidify the Aggie pitching staff,
and keep an eye on newcomer Matt Flygare, whom several Aggie players have raved about.
The road back to the post-season begins at 5 p.m. Friday when the Aggies welcome Weber State
to Providence Field. While noting the fall season is meant to prepare teams for spring ball, the players said it will be special opening against the defending champion and in-state rival Wildcats.
“We want to send a message that we’re here to play,” Singer said.
“It’s always pretty heated when we play each other,” Ryan Doyle said. “To put it bluntly, we don’t
like them at all and I’m sure they feel the same way about us.”
–majerusforpresident@yahoo.com
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A different point of view

Come play
Northern Utah’s
Best-Kept Secret.
18 Championship Holes
Driving Range
Practice Putting &
Chipping Greens

G O L F

C O U R S E

550 East 100 North
Smithfield, Utah
435-563-6825

Fall USU Student Special:
9 Holes of Golf, Sunday-Friday
$10, must show current USU ID.

For two weeks leading up to the first football game I wrote about my excitement and
high expectations for this upcoming season,
all the while laying out points and reasoning
for why I am most definitely NOT insane for
believing USU could make more noise in 2009
than most people expect. With the first game
now in the books, a 35-17 loss on the road
to No. 19 ranked Utah, my expectations are
exactly where they were before that game. I was
neither overly impressed with the team’s performance, nor at all disappointed with the first
showing of Gary Andersen’s Aggies.
The things that have me most excited was
the halftime adjustments defensively made by
the coaching staff that held the Utes’ offense
to just 7 points in the second half. For the past
several years under former head coach Brent
Guy, it has often seemed like adjustments were
never made to try and disrupt an opposing
team’s strategy. After allowing the Utes to reach
the end-zone three times in the first half, and
also allowing Utah to get close enough to convert a field goal, the USU defense locked down
in the second half, particularly with the press
coverage on Utah’s receivers to knock the Utes’
passing game out of sync.
The most disappointing thing from the Utah
game for me was the passing by Diondre Borel.
Even when Utah’s defensive line wasn’t batting
down Borel’s throws, many passes were still
too far ahead of or behind the Aggie receivers.
I’m not sure if it was excitement and jitters
from playing in the first game of the year or
an indication of how much Utah’s team speed
on defense can fluster a quarterback, but there
was definitely room to improve. On the bright
side of that, Borel proved last season to be a
very capable passer and looked to be plenty
improved with his accuracy during fall camp
this year, which leads me to believe he will
have little trouble putting it all together for
the remaining 11 games. Even without an arm,
Borel is still one of the biggest running threats
at the quarterback position in the nation, and
he showed plenty of that last week.
When all is said and done, the Aggies showed
respectably on the road against a Top-25 team,
which is more than can be said for some of

USU’s competition in the WAC this season
(looking at you Nevada and San Jose State). The
35-17 score isn’t too far off from the final score
of last year’s Sugar Bowl, where Utah dominated SEC powerhouse Alabama. Take away the
two safeties Utah scored on the USU offense
and you have exactly the 31-17 score that the
Utes beat the Crimson Tide by last year. To
compare the two games, Alabama gained a
total of 208 yards of offense against Utah last
year compared to 342 by the Aggies last week.
Alabama only gained 31 yards rushing in the
Sugar Bowl compared to USU’s 221 yards on
the ground in this season’s opener.
Now just to be clear, Utah right now is most
definitely not the same powerhouse team they
were at the end of last season when they faced
Alabama, which would make comparing a
35-17 and a 31-17 score seemingly ridiculous,
right? Then remember that Utah State right
now sure as hell isn’t the type of powerhouse
team that Alabama was a year ago when they
got taken to the woodshed by Utah, which
makes 35-17 look like a pretty solid outing in
the first game of a new head coach’s era against
possibly the toughest team USU will face all
season.
With the improvements that appear to be
happening here in Logan, paired with the blowout losses suffered by Nevada, San Jose State
and even Louisiana Tech in week one of the season, a top three finish in the WAC this season
is feeling much more like a reasonable expectation for USU rather than just wishful thinking.

Matt Sonnenberg is a junior
majoring in print journalism.
Matt is an avid fan of Aggie
athletics and can be found
on the front row of every
home football and
basketball game. He
can also be reached
at matt.sonn@aggiemail.usu.edu.
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Who’sHot?

James Brindley
Football

Turbin’s 96-yard run up the
middle to pay dirt in the second quarter shocked the Utes
and put his name in the Utah
State record books. In the history of USU football and such
great runners as Abu Wilson,
Demario Brown and Emmett
White, no other running back
has gained so many yards on a
single carry.
Turbin finished the game
with a total of 148 yards on
just 13 carries. He also caught
an eight-yard pass against the
Utes.
After one game, Turbin is
USU’s most effective offensive
weapon.

Brindley, a senior safety,
led the USU defense with
14 total tackles, 11 solo. He
also intercepted a deflected
Terrence Cain pass late in the
second quarter and returned it
20 yards, setting up a Diondre
Borel touchdown run.
Brindley was named preseason second-team all-WAC
by college football expert Phil
Steele after starting 10 games
last year and leading the team
in interceptions with three.
Brindley is making a name
for himself as one of the best
pass interceptors in the history of USU football.

Thursday @
Utah
14 total tackles
20-yard interception return

Answers are found at
a-bay-usu.com

Thursday @
Utah
Rushed for
148 yards
Scored two
TDs

Robert Turbin
Football

Ruth Hilton
Cross Country

Saturday @
USU Open
Took first place
Ran five K in
17:17

Hilton led the USU women’s
cross country team to a win
at the Utah State Open at the
American Heritage Center,
running the five-kilometer
course in 17:17.0.
The sophomore was two
seconds faster than the second
place finisher, Weber State’s
Sarah Callister. Hilton led a
dominating effort by the Aggie
harriers, who had three of the
top five women’s finishers.

Named StudentAthlete of the
week
Set a careerhigh in kills vs.
BYU

Liz McArthur
Volleyball

1C

McArthur was named
America First Student-Athlete
of the Week for the week ending Sept. 6.
A 6-1 sophomore outside
hitter from St. George, Utah,
McArthur recorded a careerhigh 19 kills in USU’s five-set
win over Brigham Young. She
also tied her own career high
with four block assists, hit a
career-high .262 and added
nine digs and one service ace.
McArthur also led her
team with 15 kills in a fiveset loss to the Utah Utes, and
then recorded a match-high
14 kills in USU’s dominating win over Idaho State
Wednesday night.
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Utah ski resorts cutting prices to lure locals
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — A struggling economy is turning out to be good news for skiers and
snowboarders who live close enough to mountains that they can hit the slopes every weekend.
Many ski resorts are slashing prices on season passes and offering locals-only discounts in
an effort to boost revenues from nearby metropolitan areas at a time many U.S. travelers are
choosing to vacation closer to home.
In few places is this trend more evident
than in Utah, where snow lovers can drive from
downtown Salt Lake City and be in a lift line in
roughly 30 minutes.
“It’s a no brainer,” said Nick Como, Solitude
Mountain Resort’s marketing director. “There’s
so many people down there that don’t ski.
There’s a great market that’s just untapped.”
Labor Day is the traditional kickoff to preseason winter deals, with discount offers generally expiring every few weeks until the season
starts.
Solitude, like many other resorts around the
country, has begun offering new season ticket
packages at reduced prices on the heels of a winter in which skier visits nationally dropped 5.5
percent in the 2008-09 season from the record
60.5 million visits the season before, according
to the National Ski Areas Association.
The association’s annual report said destination resorts fared the worst last winter, with
resorts close to major cities weathering the economic downturn the best. Many Utah resorts
noticed a dip in room reservations from outof-state tourists, but an uptick in season passes
purchased by Utah residents.

“Salt Lake feels really fortunate to have a
large local population near us. A lot of our
resorts are reaching out to locals maybe more
this season than you’ve seen in the past,” said
Jessica Kunzer, spokeswoman for Ski Utah, the
ski industry’s marketing arm in the state. “A lot
of the resorts are saying they’ve extended their
early season offerings and discounts. ... The
consumer really wants to make sure they get the
best bang for their buck.”
In Colorado, the reigning king of skiing in
the U.S., a growing number of resorts are offering payment plans for season passes, refusing
to raise prices and creating special packages for
tourists and locals.
“What we’re finding is that people are still
willing to find a way to make skiing happen this
year,” said Colorado Ski Country USA spokeswoman Jennifer Rudolph. “So the planning is
happening, yet they’re still looking for a deal at
the same time. Resorts are trying to answer the
call for both groups of skiers.”
Rudolph said Echo Mountain, the closest
resort to Denver, is offering special deals on
night skiing for children in an effort to get local
families on the mountain throughout the week.
Early indications are that Colorado’s discounts and new packages are working, Rudolph
said.
“We took a pulse of our members after the
Labor Day weekend to see how pass sales were.
The majority of them reported very robust pass
sales, if not higher, than last year,” she said.
In Vermont, the most skiied-in state on the
East Coast, resorts are resisting offering new

JIM MALMGREN, DIRECTOR of operations for Apex Sports Group, talks about the Apex ski boot
during an interview at the company’s headquarters in Boulder, Colo. AP photo

bargain basement deals. Only about 20 percent
of the ski industry’s market in that state lives in
Vermont, with the rest coming from areas like
Boston and New York.
“The deals have always been there, but now
people are doing their homework and people
are seeking out deals,” said Jen Butson, spokes-

woman for Ski Vermont.
While Vermont noticed a decline in skier
visits last season, Butson said it was on par with
the state’s five-year skier average.
“Last year and the year before were good
snow years,” she said. “Snow always trumps a
bad economy.”

Rocket test in northern Utah goes off problem-free
PROMONTORY, Utah (AP) — The first test of NASA’s powerful
moon rocket went off without a problem Thursday as more than
a million pounds of propellant ignited in a split second, sending
a towering plume of sand and dust high into the Utah sky.
For more than two minutes, flames roared out the end of the
154-foot Ares I rocket, which was anchored horizontally to the
ground on a hill above the Great Salt Lake.
“That was something, wasn’t it?” said a grinning Charlie
Precourt, a former shuttle astronaut and vice president of Alliant
Techsystems Inc.’s space launch systems.
More than 4,000 people witnessed the test and scores of others watched it on live television.
The rocket, capable of producing 3.6 million pounds of
thrust, is intended as a more powerful alternative to the two
solid rocket boosters used to launch the space shuttle. Precourt
called it “the most powerful rocket on the planet.”
Thursday’s test was the second attempt in two weeks after a
similar one was scrubbed Aug. 27 because of problems with a
computer component on the ground test system.
The test of the $75 million in equipment in northern Utah
comes amid new questions about funding for the space program.

The Ares I has been a centerpiece of NASA’s $100 billion
return to the moon plans, first suggested by President George W.
Bush in 2004. The idea was that the Ares I would take the Orion
crew capsule to the international space station in Earth orbit and
to the moon, with the big equipment coming from a heavy lift
rocket, still to be built, called Ares V.
But after money problems, delays, and technical issues,
President Barack Obama appointed a special outside panel of
experts to review NASA’s future space plans. The committee’s
preliminary summary, issued Tuesday, said there wasn’t enough
money in the current budget to go to the moon and also suggested that the Ares I may not be the best option.
If NASA could secure funds, the report said, it should consider abandoning Ares I in favor of just using Ares V because it is
more cost effective and flexible.
However, much of the $7.7 billion NASA has spent on the
moon return program has been on the Ares I and a full-scale
rocket is at the Kennedy Space Center scheduled for a Halloween
test.
“We clearly present an alternative to building Ares I,” MIT
professor Ed Crawley, a member of the panel, told The Associated
Press this week.
NASA and the White House have not made a decision about
what to do next. They are waiting for the full report to be submitted, which is a few weeks away.
NASA and Alliant officials said they were pleased with
Thursday’s test – and happy to resolve the problem that plagued
last month’s attempted test.
The culprit was a 30-year-old component in the ground control unit that helps move nozzle controls, which steer a rocket
in flight. The piece has been replaced though it still isn’t exactly
clear why it failed, said Pat Lampton, NASA’s chief engineer for
the Ares first stage test.
At 1 p.m. Thursday, a giant flame shot down the rocket’s
interior and ignited 1.5 million pounds of propellant – a solid

chemical mixture the consistency of a pencil eraser – coating the
booster’s interior.
The blast from the test could be heard for miles and scoured a
deep hole in the hillside. Blazing heat turned a layer of sand into
a glasslike material.
“After witnessing what we just saw, it’s pretty easy to become
speechless,” Alex Priskos, NASA’s Ares I first stage manager, said
after Thursday’s test.
Once the test finished, a crowd gathered in a VIP area about
a mile away to cheer and congratulate officials from NASA and
Alliant.

ENGINEERS WITH ATK Space Systems examine the test area after a
successful test firing of the five-segment, first stage of the Ares 1 rocket, at
ATK Space Systems in Promontory Thursday. AP photo
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For more information on any of these
listings (if phone number or e-mail is
not listed), please go to www.a-bayusu.com for complete listings.
Announcements
Annoucements
See the Preacher on the TSC Plaza
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday OasisBooksOutreach.com Visit us at Oasis

Books 76 E 400 N in Logan 435-7538697

Bicycles
Bicycles
2009 Dawes Lightning Cross Cyclocross
Bike 53 cm, Black, 16 speed, In great condition! Must Sell! $350. o.b.o
Motorcycles/Scooters

Perfect Partner
Let us help plan your big day
You Best Choice for
Wedding Invitations & paper goods

630 West 200 North
753-8875

Honda CX 500 Parts
Front wheel and tire - $80 (lots of tread
left) Pegs - $6 each Tach Cable - $10
Headlight - $40 Headlight Brackets $35 Throttle - $41 Cylinder head covers
- $100 Each Cylinder heads - $100 Each
Tachometer - $40 Radiator Cover - $20
Exhaust pipe Heat Shield - $15 Exhaust
Header Pipes with Shroud - $42 each Ignition Coils - $60 pair Coil Brackets with
bolts - $20 CDI Igniter box - $100 Stator
Coil - $100 Regulator - $75
Need something not listed? I probably
have it still. Just Ask.
Prices subject to Negotiation

Books

Textbooks

“New Textbook” for the course
“Interpersonal Communication” textbook :
Interpersonal Communication : A Goals
Based Approach Condition: New Price
: $ 60
Brand New Theatre Textbook
Bought a book for THEA 1013 - then
dropped the class due to scheduling
conflicts. I lost my bookstore receipt
so I can’t return it. There is NO USED
price at the bookstore, I am asking $90.
That’s 20 dollars off the bookstore price.
:) It’s brand new, never used, only even
opened twice. Right now it’s gathering
dust. Call me at 801-541-3524 if you are
interested.
Anthropology 1010 text $50
Text for Anthropology 1010 by Richard H.
Crapo, Cultural Anthropology 5th Ed. At
bookstore used sells for $77.55. I’ll sell
for $50.00. Great condition, no highlighting. Call DeAnn (435) 890-2930. I’ll deliver to you, or meet you on campus.
Apartments for Rent
L.L.C. Female PRIVATE Room Contract!
$1,915 for Spring Semester BRAND-NEW,

clean spacious room with a beautiful
view of the valley! Right on campus
next to the institute. New kitchenettes
installed in the main room just this
summer with a sink, microwave, and
fridge! Choose from minimum of 7
meals/week dining plan. Need to sell
ASAP! Text (801)336-7226 for more
info.
LLC Female shared contract for sale!
Spacious room, 3 windows. LLC building C. New kitchenette with sink,
microwave and fridge. Minimum of 7
meals/week dining plan (meal plan not
included in price). Great roommates!
Fun room! $1,450.00 per semester.
Call or text Cassidy at (801)815-6789.
Living and Learning Community Female
Shared Room For Sale! $1450 For spring
semester BRAND-NEW, clean, spacious room with a beautiful view of
the valley! Right on campus next to
the TSC. New kitchenettes installed in
the Living room just this summer with a
sink, microwave, and fridge! Choose a
meal plan from minimums of 7 meals/
week. Call for more information 801230-4786
Autos for Sale

Autos for sale

1993 Geo Storm
1100 o.b.o.! great price on this car! I’ve
gotten 35 in the city and 42 on the freeway, drives great and sounds great,
has 3 inch exhaust and a 3 inch cold
air intake. I need to sell this car this
week! Call, text or email me and ask
questions or make offers! 801-5929722 elliott_lesueur@hotmail.com
chevy corsica
a 1996 chevy corsica, runs but needs
work, would be a good car for getting
around town. Asking for $600 obo.
email milesferrorum@yahoo.
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TimeOut
A collection of student-produced & syndicated
comics, puzzles, fun stuff ... and more
FREE classified ads!.

Brevity

Reallity check

Loose Parts • Blazek

F-Minus • Carillo

Scootah Steve • Steve Weller

stephen-weller@hotmail.com

Dilbert • Adams

It’s All About You • Murphy

&REE #LASSIFIED ADS FOR
535 3TUDENTS #HECK OUT
WHATS THERE AT WWW
AGGIETOWNSQUARE 0LACE
YOUR OWN AD   )TS
EASY "E A PART OF THE
!GGIE4OWN3QUARE
COMMUNITY
2297 North Main, Logan
753-6444

$3

com

Child care

Child Care

Child Care
LOOKING FOR DAYCARE? New openings
available on Campus, in Aggie Village.
Call 435-232-8472.

Transformers 2:
Revenge PG-13

Funny People R
Daily 9:45

Daily 6:45, 9:35

G-Force PG

Ice Age 3 PG

Daily 4:20, 7:30
Daily 4:30, 7:30
Saturday 12:00, 2:00
Saturday 12:15, 2:45

Harry Potter and
the Half Blood
Prince PG-13

Up PG
Daily 4:30, 7:00
Saturday 12:30, 2:30

Daily 4:40
Hangover R
Saturday 11:45, 2:15 Daily 9:30
Saturday 12:30, 2:30

Childcare available!
I am a 26 year old graduate student at
USU who has been babysitting for about
8 years. I will come to your home and
charge $8/hour for 1-2 kids, $10/hour
for 3-4 kids, and 5+ kids is negotiable.
I have excellent references that I will
gladly supply upon request!

Electronics
Computers & Electronics
19” Samsung Syncmaster 931BW LCD
Computer Monitor I upgraded my two computer monitors to 22” and I am selling
the 19” lcd’s that I am no longer using.
I have already sold one, but I have one
left. It is in perfect condition. The monitors were $220 each when I bought them
and came with a 3 year warranty. One
year of the warranty still remains. They

have an extremely high contrast ratio of
2000:1 and an ultra fast response time
of only 2ms. If you don’t know computers
and don’t know what I am talking about,
don’t worry. I play games, edit video,
and do a lot of photography work on my
pc and that’s why I bought these monitors. They have great color for any purpose. I’m selling this one for only $110.
That’s half what I paid. Not a scratch or
bad pixel on the whole monitor.

Furniture
Furniture

Select Comfort Air Mattress (Sleep
Number) $500 OBO 4000 Twin Select
Comfort Mattress. Brought to you by
the same people that make the SLEEP
NUMBER bed. BRAND NEW air chamber, mattress cover is slightly used, in
GREAT condition. Costs over $1000
brand new after tax!

Homes for rent

Homes for Rent

Home for Rent - Just came available!
Home in Smithfield. For married couple or
small family. Nice lot, carport, washer/
dryer hookup, no pets, no smoking. Call
801-295-3102 or 801-719-8130 for info
or to see.

Jewelry

Jewelry

14 K Diamond Engagement Ring & Diamond Wedding Band!! 14 K White Gold

Diamond engagement ring with a 14 K
White Gold Diamond wedding band.
Purchased as a replacement setting,
never used. Appraised last week for
$1500. Selling for $750! Realizable.

Misc. for sale

Miscellaneous

Pearl Jam tickets!
Each ticket is 80 dollars. There are two
available. The Pearl Jam concert is on
September 28.
Moving Sale Selling Everything!
I am moving in a few months and I need to
sell almost everything I own. I will make
a list of some of the items but call if you
are looking for something particular and
I may have it.
Fishing Pole -$20 Futon set w/decorative
feather pillows- $210 Love Chairs-$35
Each Dining Table-$90 Chairs/stools$5 Each Coffee Table (Solid Wood)-$25
Dresser (Solid Wood-Mint Cond.7 Drawers)- $120 Full-Size Pillow-top Matress
(Very Good) - $220 Computer Desk$25 Winter Clothing Men (sizes M-L)and
Women (sizes S-M)- Price Varies (make
offer)
Will also be selling my vehicle at the beginning of December. First person to claim
it gets it reserved! Only want $2100!
Mitsubishi Montero 1994 V6 4X4(100k
Miles on engine - 207k miles on the rest

STADIUM 8

535 W 100 N, Providence

• TIME TRAVELER’S WIFE*

(PG-13) 12:45, 3:00, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45

• SORORITY ROW* (R)

12:50, 2:55, 5:00, 7:05, 9:15

• GI JOE RISE OF COBRA*

(PG-13) 1:20, 4:10, 6:50, 9:20

• JULIE AND JULIA*
LOGAN ART CINEMA
795 N Main St, Logan

Tickets $5.50 w/ Student ID

• HURT LOCKER (R)

7:00, 9:30, SAT/SUN 4:30

UNIVERSITY 6

1225 N 200 E (Behind Home Depot)

(PG-13) 1:30, 4:00, 7:05, 9:40

• SHORTS*(PG)

12:50, 2:50, 4:50, 6:50, 8:50

• 9* (PG-13)

1:00, 3:00, 5:00, 7:00, 9:00

• GAMER*(R)

1:10, 3:10, 5:10, 7:10, 9:10

• WHITEOUT* (R)

1:05, 3:10, 5:15, 7:20, 9:25

• ALL ABOUT STEVE* (PG-13)

• THE FINAL DESTINATION* (R)

• G.I. JOE RISE OF COBRA*

MOVIES 5

1:05, 3:10, 5:15, 7:20, 9:25

(PG-13) 1:00, 3:30, 6:30, 9:30

12:35, 2:20, 4:05, 5:50, 7:35, 9:35

2450 N Main Street
• INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS* • TIME TRAVELER’S WIFE (PG-13)
(R) 12:30, 3:25, 6:20, 9:15
4:05, 6:45, FRI/SAT 9:05
• SORORITY ROW* (R)
• PONYO (G)
12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7:15, 9:30
4:00, 6:30 Fri/Sat 9:00
• THE FINAL DESTINATION* (R)
• 500 DAYS OF SUMMER* (PG-13)
12:35, 2:20, 4:05, 5:50, 7:35, 9:35
4:10, 7:10, Fri/Sat 9:10
• WHITEOUT* (R)
• PROPOSAL
1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40
(PG-13) 4:15, 6:55 Fri/Sat 9:25
• EXTRACT (R)
MIDNIGHT SHOWS FRIDAY & SATURDAY
4:25, 7:10, Fri/Sat 9:25
UNIVERSITY 6 ONLY $5.50
*NO PASSES

OR

DISCOUNT TICKETS

of the car)Runs and drives great. Excellent winter vehicle! Tires are still in good
shape (Maybe 1 1/2 years old) Needs a
new radio but speakers and tweeters
work fine.

Sporting
goods
Sporting Goods

Mad Rock climbing shoes (size 6)
Mad Rock climbing shoes. Barely worn.
Yellow, US size 6. $35 or best offer. Please call or email if interested.
jhsu118@gmail.com or (714)8565338

condition. I just bought a new pair and
would like to sell these. Size 24.5 is
around a women’s size 7. Great boot for
all mountain skiing! Contact me at abby.
ski@hotmail.com or (847)715-6540,
thanks!

Tickets
Tickets

Blink-182 Tickets
Blink-182 tickets for the show on Labor
day, sept 7. The show is in Orem at the
McKay Events Center. A friend backed
out, and I need to sell 4 tickets. I will sell
for $31 o.b.o.

Used Women’s Ski Boot, size 24.5 $60
OBO
ATTENTION EDITORS: The puzzle grid in this crossword is 16 by 15 not
Gently
Salomon
women’s
ski bootstheused
usual
15 by 15.
The corresponding
answer will also be 16 by 15.
only 2 years old. Performance fit in great
FOR RELEASE SEPTEMBER 11, 2009

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Crossword
Puzzler • MCT
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 Hardly emulated
the 16-Across
10 Skeleton’s
place?
16 Proverbial worm
catcher
17 Fountain treat
18 Not quite
Barcelona’s
best?
19 Ovoid tree nut
20 La Scala
highlight
21 Swear falsely,
with “oneself”
23 Olympic
perfection
24 Four-handed
piano piece by a
French emperor?
29 Chic
31 Support
provider?
32 Wrong thing to
do
33 Conductor
Toscanini
36 Impudent
37 Movie gigolo
Bigalow
struggling with
debt?
42 R.E. Lee, e.g.
43 Puts away
44 Batting stat.
45 Sch. with a
Phoenix campus
48 Dolt
52 Multitasking, but
just barely?
56 Versatile vehicle,
for short
57 “The Three
Tenors” tenor
with José and
Plácido
58 Picked hair
styles, briefly
59 Not strict about,
as crime
61 Restaurant
special, and a
hint to this
puzzle’s theme
65 “Swan Lake”
heroine
66 Delicate spring
roll wrapping
67 Future officers
68 How references
may be available,
in a résumé
DOWN
1 It has 100 seats
2 Hardy partner
3 Fur source
4 Arraignment
response
5 Norse war god

9/11/09

By Dan Naddor

6 Debt-heavy corp.
deal
7 Give a hand
8 Prefix with
sphere
9 Car bomb?
10 Key in which
“Chopsticks” is
usually played
11 Gap
12 Opening hymn
words
13 Coffeecake
topping
14 Darkening time
in verse
15 NFL scores
22 Yank’s foe
24 Dealer’s
adversary
25 Start a pot
26 Spitting sound, in
comics
27 Cork’s home
28 “We know
drama” station
30 Franks’ conquest
34 ER personnel
35 Giant among
Giants
36 Fancy-schmancy
37 “Whip It” band
38 Inundated
39 Tennis great Lew
who won three of
the four majors in
1956
40 Lackawanna’s
lake

!NSWERS FOUND
ELSEWHERE IN
THIS ISSUE OF 4HE
3TATESMAN
Thursday’s Puzzle Solved

'OOD ,UCK
(c)2009 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

41 Stampeding
group
42 Zooks lead-in?
45 “Little Women”
author
46 Fishing nets
47 Thurman of “Pulp
Fiction”
49 One in an
international
septet
50 Makes amends
51 Shirk one’s duty,
in a big way

9/11/09

53 Seat of
Montana’s Silver
Bow County
54 Foreword
55 Like a choice
between evils
58 Bavarian title
59 SPCA part: Abbr.
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Friday

Sept. 11
- Religion in Life, LDS Institute, 11:30

Today is Friday, Sept. 4,
2009. Today’s issue of The
Utah Statesman is published especially for Peter
Wiarda, junior in computer science, from Cedar
City, Utah.

Almanac
Today in History:
In 1971, former
Soviet leader Nikita
Khrushchev, one of the
most significant figures
of the Cold War and
certainly one of the
most colorful, died.
During the height
of his power in the
late 1950s and early
1960s, Khrushchev
was involved in some
of the most important
events of the Cold
War.

Weather
High: 85° Low: 49°
Skies: Sunny

Friday, Sept. 11, 2009

a.m.
- Car-Free Fridays, All day
- Aggie CARE’s Celebration, Quad, 4
p.m.
- Women’s Soccer at UTSA, 6 p.m.
- Volleyball atThe Citadel, 4 p.m.
- LDS Institute Friday night activity:
Water games on the Quad, 7 p.m.

Saturday

Sept. 12
- Beaver Mountain Music Festival,
Beaver Mountain Resort, 3-10:30 p.m.
Gates open at noon.
- Big Band Swing Team tryouts, Sept.
12, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., HPER 215.
- Salsabration, TSC Ballroom, 7-11
p.m.
- Ben Oman concert and country
swing dance, Old Farm parking lot, 7:30
p.m.
- Volleyball at Northern Arizona, 7
p.m.

Monday

Sept. 14
- Service Fair, TSC International
Lounge, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
-Big Blue coach’s luncheon, noon.
-Last day to receive any tuition
refund, last day to add classes, last day
to drop class, tuition and fee payment
due
.

Music festival

You need to know....

The Beaver Mountain Music
Festival will be held this
Saturday, Sept. 12, at Beaver
Mountain in Logan Canyon.
Bands include Conscious
Honesty, Arjazm, Arson Game,
Shaky Trade and many others.
Tickets available at Earthly
Awakenings, 21 Federal Ave.,
and KSM Guitars, 50 W. 400
North. $25, gates open at noon.
Kids under 12 admitted free.
Camping is available for only
$5 per tent. Bring your coolers,
lawn chairs, blankets. There
will be food available. More
information? Contact darin@
cslinc.biz. There is also a need
for volunteers to assist with
stage set up and security. Free
ticket for assistance. Contact
as soon as possible: Darin 7600747, Tommy 213-7960.

Phi Alpha Theta booksale
and opening social. We are having a booksale outside Old Main
on Sept. 23 at 9 a.m. Our opening social is Sept. 16 in Main 203
at 6:30 p.m. Come play history
jeopardy and get some Aggie Ice
Cream.
Come take a look at photographers’ work from the Study
Abroad program in Scotland.
Runs Sept. 2 - 19. Reception
on Sept. 4 from 5-9 p.m. in the
Twain Tippetts Gallery in the
Fine Arts Building.
S-DAY! Make the most of
your day at the Service Fair
Sept. 14 from 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. in
the TSC International Lounge.
Club sign ups, service projects,
games and PRIZES. See you
there. For more info call 801-9102319.
The Student Organic Farm
at USU is a student-run organization aimed at providing educational opportunities and fresh,
organic produce for the surrounding community. Produce
from the farm is sold at the TSC
Patio on Wednesdays from 11
a.m. - 2 p.m.
Big Band Swing Team tryouts, Sept. 12, 10 a.m.- 2 p.m,
HPER 215.
Aggie mountain bike race:
Short track at Renegade Sports
Sept. 18 at 3:45 p.m., cross country at Sherwood Hills Sept. 19
at 9 a.m., Check out www.usucycling.com for more info.
Study Abroad Fair and
Passport Fair. Learn about Study
Abroad options at USU Sept. 15
in the TSC Sunburst Lounge, 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. For more info contact 797-0601 or studyabroad@
usu.edu.
Ever wonder who you can talk
to about classes but want someone that can relate to you? Find
out who is your Peer Advisor at
www.usu.edu/peers.

Student deadlines
Registrar’s Office deadlines
– Sept. 14: Last day to receive
any tuition refund, last day to
add classes, last day to drop
class, tuition and fee payment
due.

Salsabration

Salsabration: Sept. 12, 7-11
p.m. in the TSC Ballroom. This
event includes dinner from
various Latino countries, a
showcase of traditional talents,
and a dance from 9:30-11 p.m.
Tickets may be purchased in
TSC 309 or at the door.

Institute evening

Religion in Life series, 11:30
a.m. Sept. 11 in the Institute
Cultural Hall. Elder Yoshihiko
Kikuchi of the First Quorum of
the Seventy will be the speaker.
LDS Institute Friday night
activity: Water games on the
Quad, Sept. 11

Brain Waves • B. Streeter

Moderately Confused • Stahler

More Calendar and FYI
listings, Interactive Calendar
and Comics at

www.aggietownsquare.com

